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Abstract 

 

The purpose of this study was to address what it means that so many Black 

students are taught by White female teachers. Specifically, this study examined the 

beliefs, attitudes, and perceptions of White female novice teachers in regards to their 

Black students. In doing so, it described the teachers’ educational backgrounds and 

experiences with Black students and what they perceive their role and professional 

responsibility to be in eliminating the Black-White achievement gap. Furthermore, this 

study evaluated the degree to which these high school White female novice teacher were 

aware of their own Whiteness and privilege, and were prepared to teach in classrooms 

where the student population consists mostly of Black students. 

The conceptual framework that guided this study was Critical Whiteness Theory, 

which has its origins in Critical Race Theory. Critical Whiteness theory places emphasis 

on the idea that White people are afforded certain privileges just because they were born 

with light skin.  Three White female novice teachers who teach at the secondary level 

participated in this study Semi-structured interviews were conducted with each teacher to 

understand their beliefs about and perceptions about their Black students. Additionally, 

this study investigates how three White female teachers at the high school level 

understand the connections between their own Whiteness and its impact on their 

interactions with Black students in the classroom. All three interviews were recorded and 

then transcribed for analysis. The analysis process involved coding and classifying the 
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interview data with the goal of highlighting the important messages and findings. The 

data were arranged and discussed systematically.   

There were several commonalities across the participants’ experiences. 

Specifically, all three teachers discussed their exposure to diversity, the mistrust Black 

students felt towards them, their decision to teach, their teacher education programs, the 

roles and responsibilities of the school and administration, what they believed to be the 

causes of the Black-White achievement gap, and their awareness of Whiteness and White 

privilege. These teachers demonstrated a genuine desire to see their Black students 

achieve academic success, however, what they each found most surprising was the degree 

of mistrust their Black students had for them because they are White. As a result, these 

White female novice teachers were placed in a situation where they were forced to reflect 

on their Whiteness and how this impacts relationships with Black students.  

The implications of this study will assist leaders at the collegiate level in designing 

courses that will address cultural competency and White privilege. In addition, this study 

will benefit educational leaders interested in cultural competency by recommending and 

supporting the necessity for developing ongoing professional development training that 

will assist teachers with becoming more culturally competent. Moreover, the information 

shared by the three participants in this study will help bring awareness to issues often 

experienced by White females who are teaching Black students, thus encouraging White 

female teachers to become self-reflective in regards to their own Whiteness, and its 

impact on Black students. Finally, the information shared in this study will help equip 

school administrators to be able to engage in crucial conversations about race and culture 

with their teachers to help them begin the journey toward cultural competency.
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

Introduction and Background  

The disparity in the achievement between Black and White students is hardly 

new. Indeed, “closing the Black-White achievement gap would do more to promote 

equality in the United States than any other strategy presently under discussion” (Jencks 

& Phillips, 1998. p. 1). This problem, generally referred to as the achievement gap, is a 

problem that still exists more than 60 years after Brown v. the Board of Education (1954) 

rendered the separate but equal law illegal and mandated that schools across the United 

States could no longer engage in the practice of segregation. However, in the more than 

60 years since that landmark Supreme Court victory de facto segregation persists in many 

schools and a real deficit still exists between the academic achievement of Black students 

and their White peers (Porter, 2007).   

Despite all the claims to the contrary, public education was not always designed 

to give all members of society equal access. Black students were excluded from any type 

of formal education until the 1954, at which time they were finally given access, but it 

was through segregated means (Brace, 2011). The inequality we observe currently in 

education may not be the result of de jure segregation, but the impact in many schools 

across the United States is similar. As Brace (2011) notes, the inequality in the education 

received by most Black students’ results in lower academic achievement. If education is 

to be the great equalizer and prepare all students for either college or a career, then 

something needs to change (Brace, 2011).  
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 Over the past 60 years there have been many attempts by lawmakers to address 

and close the achievement gap. The administration of President Lyndon B. Johnson 

introduced The Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965 which made 

educational equality and closing the achievement gap a primary goal for federal 

education policy. Closing of the achievement gap between Blacks and White students 

was also the foundational concern of the No Child Left Behind Act (2001) under 

President George W. Bush. The most current federal education act was signed by 

President Barack Obama in December 2015 and is titled the Every Student Succeeds Act 

(2015).  

 Years of research have established that no matter what federal regulations have 

been passed, the gap between Black and White students remains (Reardon, 2011). In fact, 

research shows that Black students often begin Kindergarten already academically behind 

their White counterparts, and the gap persists throughout most of the students’ time in 

school (Reardon, 2011). It is important to note this achievement gap shows up in Black 

students’ grades, standardized-test scores, and dropout rates (Editorial Projects in 

Education Research Center, 2011). Despite some success in raising overall achievement 

levels, national test data show little change in the achievement gap between Black and 

Whites between 1992 and 2005 (Jones, 2011).   

This problem of the achievement gap has not been ignored. However, failing test 

scores and the underachievement of Black students has not been addressed properly in 

public education. Instead, the achievement gap between Black and White students has 

been misdiagnosed and mishandled (Carter &Welner, 2013). For this reason, some 

scholars have begun to steer away from using the term achievement gap and are replacing 
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it with the term “opportunity gap.” The opportunity gap reframes the whole debate about 

the causes of the gap, by focusing not on student deficits, but on the unequal access to 

educational resources (Carter & Welner, 2013). The difference in the achievement gap 

and the opportunity gap is a shift from focusing on the students’ purported deficits to 

focusing on the unequal access experienced by Black students in classrooms across the 

nation (Carter & Welner, 2013). Ladson-Billings (2013) asserted that how the issues are 

framed is as significant because a “gap” suggests something inherent in Black and Latino 

students, their families, culture, schools, and teachers” (Ladson-Billings, 2013, p. 13).  

Although the roots of the opportunity gap between Black and White students are 

complex, teachers play a role (Ladson-Billings, 2013). However, other researchers argue 

that this “gap” is being perpetuated by the fact that White females make up the majority 

of the teacher workforce. These scholars contend the key problem is that White teachers 

are simply not prepared to teach Black students (Jones, 2011).  Indeed, many scholars 

recognize that the opportunity gap is in part a result of the cultural gap that exists 

between Black children in schools and White female novice teachers (Douglas, Lewis, 

Douglas, Scott, & Garrison-Wade, 2008).  

An increasing body of research demonstrates the importance of addressing both 

the academic and non-academic needs of Black students in classrooms across the country 

(Austell, 2008). Many White novice female teachers, however, are unfamiliar with the 

background of their Black students, are unprepared to work with these students, and often 

misinterpret cultural differences as misbehavior (Irvine, 2003).  It is not uncommon for 

White female teachers to help exacerbate the opportunity gap because of low 

expectations they have for Black students.  One way to address the current inequalities to 
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the educational system, is through the use of culturally responsive approaches to teaching 

students of different races and cultural backgrounds, particularly Black students (Brace, 

2011). Therefore, the purpose of this study is to examine White female novice teachers' 

beliefs and attitudes towards their Black students and the Black-White opportunity gap 

through qualitative methods. The research sought to understand the beliefs and 

experiences of White female novice teachers and how those experiences helped shape 

their perceptions about Black students. The researcher intended to produce a dialogue 

that will assist educators in understanding their roles in eliminating the Black-White 

opportunity gap.  

Problem Statement 

White female teachers account for 83% of the teaching force in public schools 

(Feistritzer, 2011). White novice teachers, as most all novice teachers, come into 

classrooms with little or no concept of what it means to be culturally competent and 

culturally responsive. This “lack of awareness” only exacerbates issues such as the 

opportunity gap (Gregory, Skiba, & Noguera, 2010). When White teachers fail to 

recognize the norms and tendencies that Black students have toward learning, the 

opportunity gap will continue to increase.  Despite the important role that teachers play in 

perpetuating the opportunity gap, we know relatively little about these teachers, their 

beliefs about their students, and how they come to hold those beliefs. Indeed, the 

literature is insufficient in regards to capturing White teachers’ perspectives of their role 

and professional responsibility in eliminating this persistent opportunity gap. 
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Purpose of the Study 

 The purpose of this study is to examine White female novice teachers' beliefs and 

attitudes towards their Black students and the Black-White opportunity gap through 

qualitative methods. The research sought to understand the beliefs and experiences of 

White female novice teachers and how those experiences helped shape their perceptions 

about Black students. The researcher intended to produce a dialogue that will assist 

educators in understanding their roles in eliminating the Black-White opportunity gap.  

Research Questions 

 This qualitative study is guided by two fundamental questions. 

1.  What are the White teachers’ perceptions about the Black-White opportunity 

gap? 

2. How do teachers understand their role and professional responsibilities in 

eliminating this gap? 

Position of the Researcher 

Having been born a White female to White parents in the South has always 

presented me with the challenge of overcoming racial biases. It was not until I entered the 

field of education in August of 2000 that I began to make the discovery that I had certain 

racial biases towards certain groups of people because of the way I had been raised. My 

ultimate goal, then and now, is to be about the business of doing what is best and what is 

right by kids. Based on this idea, I began to explore the biases I had within myself 

because I knew that important for me to do if I were to be the kind of educator I knew 

that I wanted to be. Without examining my own biases, I did not believe I would be fully 

equipped to provide what my students of color needed unless I first acknowledged my 
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own Whiteness and begin to come to terms with the ways that it impacts students within 

educational systems and beyond.  

 When I look around at the students in my school, I can see these biases being 

perpetrated against them daily. As a result, I realized that these White female teachers are 

unintentionally having a negative impact on Black students because they have not been 

equipped with the right tools to teach Black students.   

For that reason, I became very interested in this topic, and given all the recent 

incidences that have occurred nationally in regards to matters of race and racial injustice, 

makes this topic particularly well-timed.  Quite frequently, we see in the news images of 

people declaring “Hands up! Don’t shoot,” “I can’t breathe, and “Black-lives matter!” 

This just helps to reinforce that the ongoing struggle for equality continues. These current 

situations reveal why it is important to listen and to continue the discussion about how we 

as educational leaders must begin to address these issues within schools. 

This study is very important to me because as a White educator I get emotional 

when I look into the faces of my Black students because I see the struggles they 

experience in classrooms with teachers who are not culturally competent. I feel that it is 

of the utmost importance for White teachers to come to the realization that the methods 

and instructional practices they are using, are not working when it comes to Black 

students. In addition, accountability on the part of the school needs to take place because 

what they have been doing is obviously not working as the data indicates the opportunity 

gap between White students and Black students continues to widen.  
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I am very passionate about this topic because I see struggles back and forth 

between White teachers and their Black students, and I know this is something that can 

be corrected to ensure that Black students achieve greater academic success.  

My goal is to begin to understand why school systems are continuing to fail Black 

students, and to explore the youth who are failing to graduate high school. It is very 

difficult for me to accept that our public school system has not been able to make the 

needed changes to close the opportunity gap between Black students and their White 

peers.  

I am also frustrated with the alarming number of Black students that are dropping 

out of school and failing to graduate. I believe from my experience as both an educator 

and administrator that this goes beyond numbers and statistics. For that reason, I seek to 

gain a greater understanding and attempt to shed more light on this issue.   

I am a White woman who grew up in a small town in rural Louisiana. This very 

small town was a contentious spot for racial tensions. When I was very young I did not 

truly understand fully the racial issues that existed. I strongly believe human beings are 

not born with racial biases, but rather biases are taught. I had very little interaction with 

Black people until I entered fourth grade. As I think back to that time it is baffling to me 

that segregated schools still existed in the mid 1980’s, but that was my experience. I was 

going to school with all White students, and there was a school a few miles away where 

all the Black students attended. However, this was soon to come to an end. 

 When I was entering the third grade major changes began to happen. A new judge 

was elected and his mission was to end the segregation of schools within the parish.  

When all of these changes began to unfold, White people and Black people were angry, 
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and neither group wanted these changes to occur. I remember lots of hateful words were 

exchanged, and the parents of the students from my school were out picketing in the 

school parking lot because they were dead set against this change.  

I remember those first few months being very confusing, because at home I was 

hearing negative things about Blacks, but I did not feel the Black kids were as bad as the 

things I was being told.  One thing I realize now is that there were biases that were 

created within me because of the environment in which I was raised. I have always 

believed in doing what is best for kids, no matter what color they are, but I realized 

during this study, that I too had been guilty of practicing colorblindness. Colorblindness 

is something that many White educators do, without understanding that they must go 

beyond that if they are to truly become culturally competent.  

Significance of this Study 

 The researcher hopes to contribute to the field of education in two ways through 

this study. First, the researcher intends to add to the field of literature by bringing the 

teachers’ perspectives to the conversation of their roles in eliminating the Black-White 

opportunity gap. Secondly, and most importantly, the researcher hopes to contribute to 

the field of educational leadership in three ways: By helping to think about the way 

districts and schools support teachers to become more culturally competent and 

responsive, by making recommendations regarding the development of mentorship 

programs for novice teachers, and by drawing attention to the role teachers can play in 

closing the Black-White opportunity gap in public education in their own classrooms.  
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Definition of Terms 

Cultural Competency –Cultural competence is defined as a set of skills, attitudes, and 

ways of knowing. 

Culturally responsive teaching (CRT) - Teaching that acknowledges student’s cultural 

background; builds on the student’s experiences and affirms his or her cultural identity to 

impart knowledge, skills and attitudes thereby empowering them intellectually, socially, 

emotionally, and politically (Ladson-Billings, 1995). 

Cultural bias – Cultural bias involves a prejudice or highlighted distinction in viewpoint 

that suggests a preference of one culture over another. Cultural bias can be described as 

discriminative. There is a lack of group integration of social values, beliefs, and rules of 

conduct. Cultural bias introduces one group’s accepted behavior as valued and 

distinguishable from another lesser valued societal group. Cultural bias has been found to 

be a factor in determining where particular persons live, and what they have available as 

educational and health care opportunities (Banks, 2006). 

Novice teacher – Teachers in their first through third years of teaching. 

Pre-service - Period of preparation for the teaching profession prior to the first year of 

teaching. 

Achievement Gap - The disparity between the academic performance of white students 

and other ethnic groups as well as that between English learners and native English 

speakers; socio-economically disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged students; and 

students with disabilities as compared with students without disabilities (Hill, 2012).  

Educational Debt - The accumulation deficits of resources that should have been used to 

educate poor students.  Also, the historical, moral, socio-political, and economic factors 
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that have disproportionately affected the schooling of African-American, Latina/o, Asian, 

and other non-white students (Good, 1979, p. 52). 

Educational Deficit - The amount by which the sum total of schooling fails to exceed the 

amount of learning that should have been acquired over a period of time. Effective 

teaching is “the ability to produce higher than predicted gains on standardized 

achievement tests” (Good, 1979, p.53). 
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Summary  

Years of research has been devoted to discussing and acknowledging that an 

academic achievement gap exists and continues to grow between Black and White 

students. There are many different terms that have been used to describe this gap, the 

most recent being the opportunity gap. Over the past 60 years, many ideas and theories 

have been proposed. However, they have had little or no impact in narrowing the 

opportunity gap. The researcher intends to provide educational leaders with a new lens in 

which to view and address this growing problem. 

 This study is organized into five chapters. Chapter One establishes the purpose 

and the relevance of the study. Chapter Two will provide a fluid literature review of the 

existing literature related to White female novice teachers’ beliefs about teaching Black 

students. In Chapter Three the researcher will describe the methods that will be used to 

answer the research questions. In Chapter Four the researcher will present the finding and 

will briefly describe the results of the analyses. Finally, Chapter Five will include the 

researcher’s reflective piece and will discuss the findings in greater depth. 
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Chapter II  

Literature Review 

Introduction 

        The literature review explores three specific bodies of literature. The first is 

research about the opportunity gap between Black and White students. Then the second 

topic reviewed refers to research on teachers’ Whiteness and how that affects their 

perceptions of their Black students.  The literature review concludes with a discussion of 

Critical Race Theory (CRT) and Critical Whiteness Theory and how it informs the 

present study.  

Defining the Gap 

Opportunity gap. As more and more research is done to address the issue of the 

achievement gap between Black and White students some scholars have begun to deviate 

from using this term and are instead choosing “opportunity gap” to shift attention away 

from the notion of socio-economic deficits to quality inputs such as teachers (Carter & 

Welner, 2013). The opportunity gap reframes the whole debate about the causes of the 

achievement gap because it focuses the attention not on student deficits, but on the 

unequal access to educational opportunities (Carter & Welner, 2013). This way of 

understanding the gap also points out that a narrow focus on the achievement gap often 

leads to policies that are grounded in high stakes testing (Carter & Welner, 2013). This 

type of assessment is an attempt to determine where students are academically, yet 

ignoring other factors that play a major role in how these students may have failed to 

achieve at levels compatible with their White peers (Carter & Welner, 2013). Essentially 

high expectations become false promises for Black students, when combined with 
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inadequate resources, unequal opportunities, and lack of teacher support (Carter & 

Welner, 2013).  The harsh reality is that many Black students are being denied 

fundamental resources and opportunities which are impede their ability to achieve 

educational success (Ladson-Billings 2013). Therefore, scholars and educators must 

become part of a greater effort to address these unequal opportunities experienced by 

Black students in order to promote important changes in classrooms across the United 

States (Ladson-Billings, 2013). Thus, “making it very clear that efforts to improve this 

gap need to be directed at what happens inside school classrooms, and the way in which 

our schools reinforce existing racial achievement” (Horvat & O’Conner, 2006, p. 2).   

The Opportunity Gap 

            Race still matters. That race continues to matter in public school classrooms has 

become abundantly clear particularly in education as in schools across the United States 

the student population has become more and more diverse (Bergeron, 2008). At the same 

time the opportunity gap between White and Latino and Black students remains quite 

wide.  According to Lubenski (2002), the achievement gaps occur when one group of 

students is grouped by race/ethnicity or gender outperforms another group and the 

difference in average scores for the two groups is significant. While some gaps have 

begun to close, the opportunity gap between White and Black academic performance has 

continued to widen (Bohrnstedt, Kitmitto, Ogut, Sherman, & Chan, 2015).  Glazer (2007) 

asserted that, “the most urgent issue in American education for the last half century has 

been the failure of large numbers of Black students to complete their education and reach 

an average level of competence” (p.81). 
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There is much research on the Black and White opportunity gap and the potential 

solutions to address the education of Black students. Now more than 50 years after 

Brown v. the Board of Education (1954), the educational opportunities afforded to many 

Black students remains unequal when compared with what their White and Asian peers 

receive (Meier & Wood, 2004). Denslow (2000) describes how the opportunity gap has 

persisted over the past five decades, noting its deep roots.  

The history of the civil rights movement and the following court decisions 

emphasize that the gap has been a major educational concern for this country for 

many years.  These racial discrepancies and their subsequent court decisions have 

increased over time, producing an achievement gap. It is important to note that 

Blacks were enslaved and prohibited from schooling for much of our history.  

Black students in the South did not experience universal secondary schooling 

until 1968. (p. 7) 

Educators have yet to find ways that successfully close this achievement gap. 

 Deficit thinking. Some of the research suggests there are specific reasons why 

Black students continue to underachieve in school.  One of the reasons is called deficit 

thinking. This occurs when the focus for the opportunity gap is placed on things like self-

sabotage and lack of parental involvement. According to Lynch (2006) claimed one 

reason Black students under-perform in school is because they engage in self-sabotage. 

Self-sabotage means that these Black students come to school with the mindset that they 

will fail, this leads to mistrust and cultural conflict. Another contributor to this 

underachievement by Black students is that they tend to live in homes with only the 

mother present. As a matter of fact, Lynch (2006) provided data showing more than 63 
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percent of Black children come from single mother homes. Lynch (2006) stated these 

children have no male role models and thus are at-risk of failing in school and getting 

into trouble. Lynch (2006) also suggested the low socio-economic status is a factor in low 

achievement. As a result, “They tend to live in poorer neighborhoods that provide fewer 

resources for learning and even fewer role models of educational and economic success” 

(Lynch, 2006, p. 2). According to Rothstein (2004) this problem exists because, 

The achievement gap has many causes: less adequate early childhood preparation 

is one, along with health differences; the absence of positive peer and community 

influences; the lack of high quality after-school, weekend, and summer 

experiences; insufficient school resources (including high quality teachers); 

excessively large classes; family economic stress; unstable housing; and more. 

Closing the achievement gap will require simultaneous and intensive mutually 

reinforcing efforts in all of these areas (p 104). 

As a result, Black students continue to underachieve, thus causing the opportunity gap to 

widen even further (Rothstein 2004). 

Cultural mismatch. Some researchers argue a key reason this achievement gap 

has persisted, even grown, is the cultural mismatch between White teachers (who 

continue to comprise the majority of teachers in the U.S) and their Black students 

(Bergeron, 2008). The term cultural mismatch refers to the phenomenon where teachers 

of one race or ethnicity (usually White) teach students who are predominately from 

another race or ethnicity (Bergeron, 2008). Researchers agree this mismatch can lead to 

misunderstanding between teachers and students which can lead to their academic needs 
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not being addressed and ultimately causing them to underachieve academically 

(McGrady & Reynolds, 2013).  

 Some of the data reported by researchers indicates that educators must be willing 

to engage in crucial conversations.  This dialogue is designed to understand and change 

the situation for those students who are being failed by our public educational institutions 

(Landsman & Lewis, 2006). It is past the time for White teachers to take a look at their 

position of power in the classroom and question their assumptions about the students they 

teach (Landsman & Lewis, 2006). If the Black and White opportunity gap is ever going 

to close, it must begin with educating White female novice teachers to examine their own 

Whiteness and their beliefs about Black students (Landsman & Lewis, 2006).  Anderson 

(2014) stated affirming and supporting students’ cultural and racial identities requires 

White teachers to have a positive racial identity themselves (Anderson, 2014). The intent 

is not to make White teachers feel bad about being White (Anderson, 2014). The goal is 

to stress the importance of cultural competence in order for educators to establish 

learning environments where all students feel safe and welcome (Anderson, 2014). 

 “As the United States of America progresses further into the 21
st
 century, student 

populations are increasingly made up of greater proportions of Black students” (Douglas, 

Lewis, Scott, & Garrison-Wade, 2008, p. 47). In many of the schools, Black students are 

the majority student populations, while the teachers and administrators remain 

predominantly White. Furthermore, many of the White female novice teachers working 

in these schools have little or no experience working with Black students (Douglas, 

Lewis, Scott, & Garrison-Wade, 2008). This occurs for two reasons. First being the 

teacher work force is still comprised of 90% White teachers with 82% being White 
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females (Editorial Projects in Education Research Center, 2011). The second reason is 

that the less experienced teachers are commonly placed in the most difficult schools 

teaching the most difficult students (Douglas, Lewis, Scott, & Garrison-Wade, 2008).  

Receivement Gap 

The research conducted by Venzant-Chambers (2009) attempts to address the 

inequality that Black students experience in receiving equal access to quality educational 

opportunities. Therefore, the receivement gap places the focus on what opportunities are 

being provided to Black students.  Venzant-Chambers (2009) explained receivement gap 

and its use in this discourse.  

The term receivement gap is useful because it focuses attention on educational 

inputs-what the students receive on their educational journey, instead of outputs-

their performance on a standardized test. This refocusing also moves attention 

away from the students as the source of these disparities, and toward the larger 

structure and forces that play a role in their education and development (p. 417). 

Venzant-Chambers (2009) asserted the issue of the Black and White achievement 

gap must be viewed through other lenses opposed to the single view of Black 

students cannot perform as well as White students. Venzant-Chambers (2009) 

offered other avenues by which to examine the achievement gap such as school 

tracking, examining the experiences of students of color, and the school system as 

a whole and its approach to Black students (p. 417).  
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Racism in the Classroom Unintentional Bias 

Colorblindness. Within education, many White female novice teachers believe 

that they are not participating in racism by claiming to be colorblind.  This is something 

that developed because few White female teachers understand what it really means to 

claim colorblindness (Johnson, 2002). Johnson (2002) defined colorblindness as a way in 

which White teachers attempt to conceptualize their own race and the race of their 

students. Michael (2012) claimed this argument that Americans should strive to be 

colorblind dates back to the Reconstruction Era and defined colorblindness as the act of 

pretending race does not exist or matter. Michael (2012) revealed this is a common 

approach to racial issues that can negatively influence student achievement when it is 

practiced in classrooms.  

White female novice teachers often do not realize that by taking the 

colorblindness approach they are in fact hurting their Black students because their culture 

is an important part of their lives (Michael, 2012). These White female teachers truly 

believe that by not acknowledging color they are being culturally sensitive (Michael, 

2012). What White teachers fail to understand is they are helping to perpetuate the 

problem of Whiteness in the classrooms further weakening the teachers’ ability to 

understand the needs of students of color (Michael, 2012). Another hindering aspect of 

colorblindness that White female teachers fail to recognize is that by claiming they treat 

all students the same really means they are treating all of the students like them (Grant, 

2009).  As a result of this belief, White teachers continue to ignore students’ ethnic and 

cultural identities causing teachers to fail at being culturally responsive (Irvine, 2003).  
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Critical Whiteness Theory 

 Race is a term used to describe group membership and it is widely accepted that 

this is socially constructed, meaning that society determines the rules of who belongs to 

which group. (Cullen,  2014).  However, the fact that there is a dominant racial culture is 

not something that is as readily accepted in our society (Cullen, 2014). In the United 

States the most dominant race is White, and members of this group are generally unaware 

of the dominant position for which they hold in society (Kendall, 2006).  

 Critical Whiteness theory is an extension of critical race theory, which is used to 

define behaviors that signify what it means to be white (Cullen, 2014).  This theory 

supports the concept of recognizing Whiteness as a significant component in teaching 

Black students, and points out the potential biases that White female teachers may bring 

into the classroom (Cullen, 2014). These potential biases are of great concern when 

considering that more than 80% of American teachers are White females with middle 

class backgrounds, who have little experience if any, teaching Black students (Cullen, 

2014). Therefore, Critical whiteness theory supports the idea that school need to 

recognize culture as an important component when educating Black students (Cullen, 

2014).  

Whiteness theory is intended to make visible forms of racial dominance and 

privilege that many whites take for granted (Guess, 2006). She also states that the 

Whiteness theory focuses specifically on Whiteness as a political and cultural position 

that benefits those designated as White at a cost to people of color (Guess, 2006).   
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A Discourse about Whiteness  

The central construct of this study is teachers’ Whiteness. Whiteness is the study 

of/or refers to an individual identity or a social status marking privilege and domination. 

As an identity Whiteness refers to the privilege experienced by White individuals for no 

other reason than they were born with white skin. Whiteness often goes unrecognized by 

White people because many of them do not identify themselves with a race or particular 

culture; they consider themselves just Americans. As an identity, Whiteness is usually 

attached at least nominally to a person of European descent having white skin. White 

cultural norms dominate schools and Whiteness theory is particularly important for 

educators (Guess, 2006. pp. 653-651). 

Teachers who are fully committed to multiculturalism and anti-racism may fail to 

see how their own beliefs and values may get in the way of their good intentions towards 

their Black students (Guess, 2006). As an example of the tensions inherent in Whiteness, 

White people will admit to being Americans, but are uncomfortable being White though 

they accept the privileges of Whiteness (Cullen, 2014). 

Jay (2005) proposed it is impossible to understand the history of racial 

classifications without studying Whiteness. Jay (2005) also stated White students and 

teachers today may honestly and consciously be against racism. Studying Whiteness 

opens educators’ eyes to privilege and the measureable benefits of Whiteness that is 

passed down from generation to generation in unforeseen ways (Jay, 2005). In an attempt 

to understand racial disparities in education, educators must look deeper at Whiteness 

(Lund, 2015). According to Howard (2007), White individuals have trouble seeing 

themselves culturally because of invisibility. Invisibility refers to the way in which 
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dominance functions, and how that the dominant group is often rendered invisible and 

therefore unexamined (Howard, 2007). If White teachers have experienced little to no 

marginalization because of their race or do not realize that they are raced at all, they 

might fail to consider how racism is a problem in society or how they might be connected 

to the problem (Cullen, 2014). 

Construction of Whiteness. There are multiple definitions of Whiteness that 

vary in meaning and provide different interpretations for research (Webb, 2007). 

Frankenberg (1993) defined Whiteness as having a set of characteristics: a structural 

advantage or privilege, a standpoint from which white people see themselves and the 

world around them (Webb, 2007). There is criticism regarding the study of Whiteness 

(Webb, 2007). For example, Webb (2007) has argued scholars do not examine White 

privilege or White racism to the extent necessary (Webb, 2007). Blum (2008) suggested a 

focus on Whiteness can be a powerful force for encouraging Whites to recognize their 

participation in racial inequality (Webb, 2007). 

White privilege. “White privilege can be defined as the ideology in which those 

who are White continue to benefit from their “Whiteness while those who are of color 

continue to suffer due to this privilege that White people receive” (Abent, 2014. p. 2). 

Research on White privilege helps to explain how White people can go through life and 

not know or recognize they possess this privilege just because they have White skin 

(Dyer, 2008). Interestingly, most White people do not see themselves as part of a 

particular race, but instead identify a being part of the human race (Dyer, 2008). In this 

way Whiteness may influence the way White female novice teachers perceive their Black 
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students (Dyer, 2008). It also likely, perpetuates the cultural disconnect that continues to 

occur in classrooms across America (Barrineau, 2012).  

 White privilege is complex and hard to recognize because it is not something that 

can be seen (Barrineau, 2012).  Lopez (1996) noted White female novice teachers who 

are unaware of their Whiteness and the privilege that goes along with being White, are 

not on an equal playing field with all people (Lopez, 1996). It is because of these Black 

students suffer. Research conducted by Leonardo (2007) noted the study of Whiteness in 

education is receiving increased attention, because the teacher workforce is still 

comprised of White females, and this is helping to contribute to the Black and White 

achievement gap (Leonardo, 2007).  

Whiteness in education. Williams (2008) posed a serious question. “What does it 

mean to be a good teacher, especially in a classroom where the student body is 

predominantly Black and the teacher is a White female novice teacher?” (Williams, 2008, 

p. 5).  Although many educators are aware of White privilege, it is not something that is 

discussed or worked on within classrooms in America (Abent, 2014). As a result, many 

White females in education have never been asked about their sense of what it means to 

be culturally competent or what experiences they have had working with Black students 

despite the fact that they come to the classroom with a whole different set of experiences 

and beliefs (Williams, 2008). Educators across the United States, need to understand that 

“White privilege impacts nearly every decision that is made, whether it is realized or not” 

(Abent, 2014, p. 4). The notion of Whiteness is significant in education for a couple of 

reasons, one being that 82% of the teaching force in the United States are White middle–

class females (National Center for Education Statistics, 2011). Secondly, White female 
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novice teachers bring their own cultural beliefs and Whiteness into the classrooms 

(Michael, 2012). This only further highlights the considerable differences between White 

female novice teachers and their Black students (Cook 2015). This is highlighted by 

Cook (2015) as the research explicates that more than 60 years after Brown vs. Board of 

Education (1954) school systems in the United States are separate and unequal. The 

racial disconnect is occurring in classrooms and Gay (2000) argued that more than ever, 

schools across the United States need White female novice teachers who are willing to 

reflect on their own Whiteness in an attempt to move toward being culturally responsive 

when delivering instruction to their Black students.  

According to Sleeter (2001), it is also important for White female novice teachers 

to understand how Black students perceive learning so that what is being taught in the 

classroom impacts all students. The reality is Black students are learning far too little, 

becoming disengaged, and dropping out of school at alarming rates (Sleeter, 2001). This 

idea is supported by the research of Johnson (2002) which claimed when White female 

novice teachers come into classrooms with little or no concept of what it means to be 

culturally competent, much less culturally responsive, Black students suffer. The result of 

this lack of awareness only helps to exacerbate issues such as the achievement gap 

(Johnson, 2002). Ladson-Billings (2000) reported White novice female teachers who lack 

the knowledge and insight to effectively teach Black students are at a disadvantage when 

working in such environments.   

The problem of Whiteness impacting classrooms continues because White middle 

class teachers have a difficult time talking about race within their classrooms simply 

because they do not know how to approach the subject (Abent, 2014). These teachers do 
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not want to be perceived as racist and thus they continue to ignore this issue. No one in 

education claims to know a solution to this problem (Abent, 2014). “Many believe that 

the first step to eliminating white privilege within education is being aware of the 

problem” (Abent, 2014, p. 5). Simply being aware of the problem is not going to solve 

the issue at hand (Abent, 2014). Therefore, it is ultimately the responsibility of school 

administrators to help and support White female teachers as they take steps toward 

developing a more culturally aware classroom (Abent, 2014). 

Towards Cultural Competency 

Research indicates that many of our White female novice teachers lack the 

cultural awareness component as classroom managers and deliverers of pedagogy to 

effectively deliver instruction to Black students (Miller, 2011). This continues to be an 

issue because many White teachers do not understand what it means to be culturally 

competent. According to Miller (2011), culturally competent means acknowledging the 

norms and tendencies of Black students. Because this has become such an issue in 

schools across the country, the topic of cultural competency has achieved a more 

prominent position in research (Brace, 2011). Despite this increase in research, there is 

still little consensus on a universally accepted definition (Brace, 2011).  

 Cultural competence as having an awareness of one’s own cultural identity and 

views about difference, and the ability to learn and build on the varying cultural and 

community norms of students and their families (Brace, 2011). It is the ability to 

understand the differences that make each student unique while celebrating the variations 

that make the United States unique (Brace, 2011).  Thompson (2010) believed being 

culturally competent does not mean denying one’s own culture or having to know 
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everything about all cultures. Rather, it is about being willing to find out more about the 

cultural identities of the children and families in communities and using this knowledge 

to develop trusting relationships, respectful interactions, understandings of alternate 

world views, meaningful learning experiences, and appropriate assessments (Thompson, 

2010). 

       The most important factor involved in White female novice teachers becoming 

culturally competent is for them to first begin to acknowledge their own Whiteness 

(Howard, 2007). Awareness is the key. White female teachers must begin to realize that 

what they have been doing in classrooms is clearly not working. It is time to take a closer 

look at the Black-White opportunity gap and to think about new ways to address the issue 

(Parker, 2003).  Statistics confirmed that the White student majority of America’s public 

schools is vanishing (Parker, 2003). White students comprised 73 percent of the student 

population in 1982; their percentage fell to 63 percent just 10 years later and current 

estimates suggest that this trend will continue (Parker, 2003).    

        In contrast to this growing number of racially and ethnically diverse students, 

teachers of color only made up only 10 percent of public school teachers in 1993 while 

White teachers comprised 90 percent of the workforce (Landsman, 2001). These 

percentages are estimated to remain the same in the coming decades, and there may even 

be some further decline in the percentage of minority teachers as decreasing numbers of 

people of color choose to become teachers (Landsman, 2001). For that reason, White 

teachers must be challenged to complete an in-depth examination of their own racial and 

cultural identities, which often creates significant discomfort (Lipsey, 2013). It is 

extremely difficult for White teachers to be honest about their racial identities, and the 
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effect they have in the classroom, because it challenging to establish safe spaces where 

whites can talk about their own bias without feeling defensiveness or guilty (Lipsey, 

2013).   

 Research suggested one important way to close the achievement gap is to ensure 

that White female teachers are culturally competent in order to provide their Black 

students with the educational experience they deserve (Landsman, 2001). Cultural 

competence is the key factor in enabling educators to be effective with students from 

cultures other than their own (Landsman, 2001).  

Culturally Responsive Pedagogy. 

Culturally responsive practices in schools and classrooms have been shown to be 

an effective approach to addressing the achievement gap as well as the unbalanced 

representation of racially, culturally, ethnically, and linguistically diverse students 

(Griner, 2012). The cultural disconnect between students and their teachers can play a 

major role in students’ academic performance and contribute to opportunity gap (Ford, 

2013). Acknowledging the culture of students is central to learning and culturally 

responsive teaching is a pedagogy that recognizes the importance of including students' 

cultural references in all aspects of learning (Ladson-Billings, 1995). 

Ayers (2001) stated that pedagogy is the art of how teachers teach. According to 

Gay (2010), culturally responsive pedagogy is the use of cultural knowledge, prior 

experiences, frames of reference, and performance styles of ethnically diverse students to 

make learning encounters more relevant to and effective for them. “Relevant classroom 

practices produce positive results that increase academic achievement and maximize each 

student’s desire to learn and excel” (Gay, 2010, p. 10). 

http://www.brown.edu/academics/education-alliance/teaching-diverse-learners/strategies-0/culturally-responsive-teaching-0#ladson-billings
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Lynch (2006) believed culturally responsive pedagogy is a student-centered 

approach to teaching in which the students' unique cultural strengths are identified and 

nurtured to promote student achievement. Thus, culturally responsive pedagogy is 

divided into three functional dimensions: the institutional dimension, the personal 

dimension, and the instructional dimension, which emphasizes the need for the reform of 

those cultural factors affecting the organization of schools, school policies and 

procedures (including allocation of funds and resources), and community involvement 

(Lynch, 2006). The difference between personal and instructional is that personal refers 

to the process by which teachers learn to become culturally responsive and instructional 

are the practices and challenges associated with implementing culturally responsive 

strategies in the classroom (Lynch, 2006). 

The past decade has seen a host of researchers begin to theorize and write about 

culturally responsive teaching which has also been termed culturally relevant pedagogy, 

multicultural education, and equity pedagogy, which has provided the necessary 

framework of culturally responsive teaching (Hill, 2012).  Therefore, delivering a useful 

lens through which to view the practices of White female novice teachers (Hill, 2012). 

Additionally, Hill (2012) pointed out that if White teachers are to teach in a culturally 

responsive way they will require a lot of support as they face the challenge of effectively 

teaching Black students in classrooms. 

As a means of addressing this issue many researchers have called White female 

teachers to evaluate their racial awareness as they prepare for careers as educators in 

diverse settings (Miele, 2013). One vital component is this effort is for White teachers to 
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realize their racial identity towards race perception and their experiences with their own 

Whiteness (Miele, 2013).  

“When race serves as a predictor of academic success, our education system fails 

in its promise to educate everyone equally” (Nieto, 2005, p. 43).  Discussion about the 

policies surrounding American education today makes lofty promises to leave no child 

behind.  In doing so the American system is making the claim that there are equal 

academic opportunities for all children” (Bedell, 2009). Research clearly shows that there 

is still an achievement gap between White students and Black students (Bedell, 2009).  

Teacher preparation programs.  Institutions of higher education need to do a 

better job of educating White females about Whiteness and how it will impact their 

ability to educate Black students instead of ignoring the whole concept (Gordon, 2005). 

According to researchers, teacher education programs are set up to privilege Whiteness 

and not expose it (Juarez, Smith & Hayes 2008).  Statistics support this claim because the 

overwhelming majority of teachers and future teachers are White, and the preparation 

they receive most often takes place in historically White institutions (Gordon, 2005). The 

impact of this is significant because often too many White female novice teachers are not 

prepared to work in classrooms with a student population that is 50% or more Black 

(Mader, 2015). 
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Chapter III 

Methods 

Introduction 

The purpose of this qualitative case study is to examine and describe the 

experiences of three White novice female teachers, as well as their beliefs about Black 

students and the achievement gap. Specifically, the study will recount and analyze their 

individual experiences with Black students, and the extent to which they perceive that a 

cultural disconnect exists, and how it impacts the opportunity gap.    

This chapter will describe how the research will be designed and conducted. First, 

it will describe and provide a rationale for the study’s research design.  Then it will 

discuss the data that will be collected, and which procedures will be used to analyze the 

data. The research analysis is intended to increase the understanding about how these 

White female novice teachers plan, implement, and deliver instruction to Black students. 

This understanding will assist educational leaders, such as principals, in designing 

professional development opportunities for teachers that assists them in becoming 

culturally responsive in their pedagogical practices.    

The research questions are central in the discussion of the experiences and the 

educational background of these teachers in regards to Black students. First, teachers who 

meet the criteria to participate in this study will be purposefully selected. These teachers 

must be White female novice teacher, working in classrooms that contain more than 50% 

Black students. The written results of the research will be descriptive and contain 

quotations from the data to illustrate and substantiate the presentation (Creswell, 2013). 

Field notes will also utilize in the collection of the data. 
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Research Questions 

This qualitative study is based upon two fundamental questions: 

1 What are the White teachers’ perceptions about the Black-White opportunity 

gap? 

2 How do teachers understand their role and professional responsibilities in 

eliminating this gap? 

Research Design 

This study is organized as a qualitative case study. The strength of qualitative 

research is its capacity to provide multifaceted textual descriptions of how people 

experience a particular research issue. Qualitative research provides information about 

the human side of an issue, such as the contradictory behaviors, beliefs, opinions, 

emotions, and relationships of individuals (Tripathy & Tripathy, 2015). According to 

Creswell (2013), qualitative research begins with assumptions, a worldview, the possible 

use of a theoretical lens, and the study of research problems inquiring into the meaning 

individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem. It also allows for the 

participants to discuss their experiences, feelings, and personal observations (Creswell, 

2013). 

 The purpose of the qualitative case study is to capture the experiences of three 

White female novice teachers.  A case study is research that focuses on gaining in-depth 

understanding of a particular entity or event at a specific time (Maxwell, 2008). The first 

foundation of the case study is the subject and relevance. In a case study, you are 

deliberately trying to isolate a small study group, one individual case or one particular 

population (Shuttleworth, 2008).  
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Setting 

The school district that participated in this study is located in a suburban area of a 

major city in the state of Texas. South Texas ISD has more than 73,000 students and is 

one of the most diverse school districts in the state of Texas. In the past two decades the 

White student populations have decreased more than 50% and the percentage of Black 

students in this school district have remained constant at 26.92%. The Hispanic 

population has double as well as the Asian population in South Texas ISD. The Hispanic 

population increased from 14% to 27%, and the Asian population grew from 11% to 

23%. 

The demographic information in South Texas ISD does not show segregation in 

four of the eleven high schools where the student population are not dominated by any 

particular ethnic group. However, the demographic information of the other seven high 

schools show some type of the predominance of one or the combination of two groups. 

For example, three of the high schools have a majority of students from the White and 

Asian ethnic groups. The combination of these ethnic groups indicates that one high 

school has 61% of these students and only 35% of a combination of Black and Hispanic 

students. The demographics of another high school show that White and Asian students 

comprise 65% of the student population and the combination of Black and Hispanic 

students just encompasses about 32%. The third high school includes a White and Asian 

population of 79%, while Blacks and Hispanics represent 18% of the total student 

population. These three high schools obtained seven distinction designations from TEA 

due to their academic performance. 
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On the other hand, four high schools show the predominance of Black and 

Hispanic students. For instance, one high school has 79% of these students and 19% of 

Whites and Asians. The demographic information of another high school indicates that 

approximate 85% of its students are Black or Hispanic, while the White and Asian 

population represents just 14 %. The demographics of another high school express that 

97% of its student population is Black or Hispanic and the rest is comprised by White and 

Asian students. The last high school possesses a combined population of Blacks and 

Hispanics of 98% and just 1% of the combination of White and Asian students. Two of 

these four high schools just achieved the Met Standard category from TEA and one 

obtained four distinction designations while the last high school of this group just 

achieved one distinction designation due to academic performance. 

 There are 11 high schools within this district and the secondary campuses chosen 

for this study had similar student demographics, class sizes, and staffing. The classroom 

enrollment sizes on each campus are on average 30 students, with 50% being Black 

students. This particular school district was chosen for two reasons, the first being that it 

services a large population of Black students, and secondly, 77.7% of their teaching 

populations are White females, with 23.8% of them being novice teachers.  

Instruments 

A semi-structured protocol was used to guide the interviews.  In case studies, 

asking the appropriate questions and relying on participants to discuss their experiences 

requires great patience (Creswell, 2013).  According to Lodico, Spaulding, and Voegtle 

(2010), a semi-structured interview allows the researcher to change the order of 

questions, omit questions, or alter the wording of the questions if necessary. The 
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researchers also refer to the written interview protocol as necessary to conduct a good 

semi-structured interview (Lodico et al., 2010). 

 The style of questioning used for the interviews was open-ended, and focused on 

understanding the beliefs, experiences, and cultural background of the participants in 

regards to their Black students (Creswell, 2013). The questions were developed to gain 

insight and build rapport with the interviewees in an attempt to gain their trust. Building 

trust with the participants helped to ensure that they felt comfortable enough to be open 

and honest with their responses to the questions being asked.  

In preparation for interviewing the three White female novice teachers, the 

questions developed for the interview were field tested by a White female novice teacher 

on my campus. I approached this White novice teacher and asked her if she would be 

willing to let me practice the interview with her in order to field test the protocol, and she 

agreed. This allowed the researcher to get feedback on how the questions may be 

perceived by the participants.  

Participants 

The participants of this study were three White female novice teachers. They were 

selected by my contact within this district based on the criteria of being a White female 

teacher, of only having taught for one to three years in classrooms, and of having at least 

50% of the students enrolled in their classrooms being Black. My colleague in the district 

made the initial contact with potential participants to see if they would be interested in 

participating in my study. Several candidates were referred to me by my contact, at which 

time I established communication with these potential participants.  After providing the 
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potential participants with the nature and purpose of my study, some declined 

participating in this study 

The identities of the participants are protected by using pseudonyms. Further, my 

contact within the district does not know which of the participants agreed to participate in 

my study. In addition, no one from the campuses where these participants work knew that 

they agreed to be interviewed for this study. When I contacted the participants that agreed 

to participate, I assured them that their identities would not be revealed.  

Only three participants were selected because the goal was to gain more depth and 

understanding, and not to make generalizations.  The purpose of selecting novice teachers 

was to delineate how their experiences prior to entering the teaching field helped shape 

their beliefs about teaching Black students.  

Procedures 

 This study began once the necessary approval was obtained (See Appendix A) 

and permission was obtained from the school district to conduct interviews with its 

employees (See Appendix B).  All participants provided active consent before the study 

began (See Appendix C).  The consent form explained the study’s purpose, the 

procedures, and the proposed use of the research. The consent form was approved by the 

Institutional Review Board of the university.  Additionally, the participants received a 

cover letter (See Appendix D) in which they were invited to participate in this study.    

Data Collection 

According to Burkard, Knox, and Hill (2012), it is important to establish a 

research alliance and build a rapport with the interviewees. This is crucial because if a 

rapport is not established the researcher will not be able to lead them to further insight 
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(Burkard & Knox, 2012). Furthermore, some of the research views rapport as building 

temporary trust and camaraderie with the interviewees to gain cooperation on the part of 

the interviewee (Dundon & Ryan, 2008). The researcher sought to develop rapport with 

the participants by helping the interviewees relax and feel like their opinions and 

responses are valuable and important (Berg, 1998). This was accomplished when the 

interviewer applied restatements, reflections of feelings, and open-ended questions 

(Burkard et al, 2012).   

The interviews were conducted with three White female novice teachers who 

work within one of the fastest growing school districts in the Gulf Coast Region. The 

research method included the procedure and general rules to be used and each participant 

was interviewed a minimum of two times. The second interview was conducted to 

accomplish two things, first it helped to further build and establish rapport, and secondly, 

it provided needed clarification on previously collected data from the first interviews. All 

of the semi-structured interviews were conducted face-to-face. It took an estimated 

average time of 90 minutes to perform these interviews. Seidman (2013) indicates that 

interviews should be tape-recorded in order to later transcribe them to be able to work 

reliably with the words expressed by interviewees. Therefore, all of the face-to-face 

interviews were tape-recorded, and the interviewer took detailed field notes during each 

interview. The recordings were then transcribed for analysis by the researcher. 

The research method included the procedures and general rules to be used in 

conducting this study. The interview protocol included nine open-ended questions (See 

appendix E). The interviews were conducted at a location selected by the participant. The 

location needed to be one where the participants felt the most comfortable, and lasted 
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approximately 90 minutes. The follow-up interview was conducted via phone and lasted 

an average of 15 minutes. This second interview was necessary to clarify some of the 

participants’ comments during the first face-to-face interview. 

In addition to recording the interviews, the researcher took detailed field notes. 

According to Mack, Woodsong, Macqueen, Guest, and Namey, (2005) field notes add to 

the trustworthiness and validity of the information collected. Field notes are a way for the 

researcher to record the non-verbal reactions of the participant to the questions being 

asked. Before the interviews occurred the researcher prepared a form for taking field 

notes. 

 Triangulation was used to ensure that the transcription of the recorded interviews, 

along with the field notes, provided a more in-depth understanding of the information 

collected from the participants in this study. Triangulation means using more than one 

method to collect data on the same topic, which helps to ensure the validity of data 

collected on the same topic (Yeasmin & Rahman, 2012).  

Data Analysis 

 Transcripts of the interviews were analyzed to identify how the teachers’ 

educational background and experiences influenced their perceptions of Black students. 

The content analysis approach was used in this study. “Content analysis is a procedure 

used for the categorization of verbal or behavioral data, for purposes of classification, 

summarization and tabulation” (Patton, 2005). The content analysis process involves 

coding and classifying data. The goal is to make sense of the data collected and to 

highlight the important messages, features or findings (Patton, 2005).  In order to analyze 

the recorded interviews, the transcripts were read and re-read in order to code for 
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emergent themes (Cresswell, 2013). According to Trace (2001) it is important for the 

person analyzing the data to allow themes to emerge naturally, rather than attempting to 

force a preconceived set of themes on the data (Trace, 2001).  This approach ensured that 

any unexpected themes were given the opportunity to develop from the data and that 

importance was not given to any preconceived themes (Trace, 2001). The transcripts 

were read in their entirety numerous times in order to make sense of the entire interview 

before proceeding to breaking it into smaller units (Agar, 1980). Notes were written on 

the margins of all transcripts in the initial exploration of the data (Creswell, 2013). 

 According to Creswell (2013), the heart of qualitative data analysis is represented 

by the formation of codes or categories. He also states that the process of coding includes 

grouping the text into small units of information with the intention of looking for 

evidence for the code from the transcripts and to assign labels to the code. The transcripts 

in this study were coded for emergent codes. This means the data was arranged in a 

systematic order, to make something part of a system or classification, to categorize 

(Saldana, 2013). When codes are applied and reapplied to qualitative data this process 

allows for data to be separated, clustered, and rearranged in order to consolidate meaning 

and explanation (Kitto & Grbich, 2008). From the coding, emerging themes will be 

developed by reviewing the transcripts repeatedly, considering possible meanings, and 

how they fit with the developing themes (Thomas, 2003).   

Creswell (2013) recommends starting by doing a short list of five or six 

categories, and proceeding to expand the number of the categories, as the data is 

reviewed and re-reviewed in order to develop no more than 25 to 30 categories of 

information. The next step consisted of combining these categories into five or six themes 
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that will be used to write the results.  In qualitative research the concept of themes 

implies broad units of information that consist of several codes that combined from a 

common idea (Creswell, 2013). Themes were identified by reviewing the literature. They 

derived from the characteristics of the phenomena being studied (Ryan, 2003).  

Limitations 

This study was limited to three White female novice teachers in one suburban 

school district in the Southeast region of Texas. Hence, the sampling was small and 

therefore these experiences may not be typical of all White female novice teachers. The 

study was also affected by uncontrolled variables such as the background and experiences 

the participants have had with Black students and their willingness to answer the 

interview questions openly and honestly.  
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Chapter IV 

Research Findings 

Introduction 

The purpose of the study was to examine White female novice teachers' attitudes 

towards their Black students and the Black-White opportunity gap using qualitative 

methods. The research seeks to understand the beliefs and experiences of White female 

novice teachers and how those experiences helped shape their perceptions about Black 

students. The researcher intends to produce a dialogue that will help assist educators in 

understanding their roles and professional responsibilities in eliminating the Black-White 

achievement and opportunity gaps.  

The results of this study answer the research questions that guided this study: 

1. What are the teachers’ perceptions about the Black-White opportunity gap? 

2. What do these teachers consider their role and professional responsibilities to 

be in eliminating this gap? 

Data used for this study was collected through interviews and field notes. 

Analysis of the data collected identified dominant themes that reflected these teachers’ 

attitudes and beliefs about the Black-White opportunity gap and the role that they believe 

schools have in eliminating the gap. The analysis of data also characterized teachers’ 

perception of factors which contribute to the continuation of this Black-White 

opportunity gap as well as their thoughts and opinions about what they see is currently 

happening in schools across the United States to address the Black-White opportunity 

gap, versus what they believe schools should be doing. 
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There were several commonalities across the participants’ experiences, and the 

results will be organized to reflect those commonalities. Data analysis revealed the 

following common themes: mistrust on the part of Black students in regards to them 

(White females), exposure to diverse cultures, the question to teach or not to teach, 

teacher education programs, responsibility of the schools and administration, causes of 

the Black-White achievement gap, and finally, awareness of Whiteness and White 

privilege. 

Each interview began with a few warm- up questions in order to build rapport 

with the interviewees. Then, the interviews followed the protocol to gain a more in-depth 

insight into the teachers’ experiences, thoughts, and beliefs about what it means to be a 

White female novice teacher instructing Black students. During the interview, the semi-

structured design allowed for the emergence of a series of sub- questions that were used 

to probe the participants’ responses to the main questions.   

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The first section describes the 

different contexts and the importance of this study on the national, state, district, and 

school levels. Then, the participants are introduced, followed by the results. The results 

are broken into six sections, each of which addresses the themes that emerged during the 

interviews with the participants. 

Context of the Case Study 

This section will discuss the national and state contexts surrounding the teacher 

work force being primarily comprised of White female teachers and the cultural 

mismatch that is occurring between White female novice teachers and Black students. 

This is an issue that is causing problems in schools across the United States. White 
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female novice teachers are not prepared for the issues of race and privilege because often 

times these White teachers do not understand their own Whiteness and the power and 

privilege that it creates for them.   

National and state contexts. The majority of public school teachers in the United 

States are White, middle-class females who do not share the same race or class as their 

students, given that 46% of public school students in the U.S. are Black, Latino, or Asian 

American (National Center for Education Statistics, 2011).  According to the data from 

the National Center for Education (2011), that 46% of public school students in the U.S. 

are Black, Latino, or Asian American (National Center for Education Statistics, 2011). As 

a result of this cultural mismatch, unspoken barriers exist between the White female 

novice teachers and Black students. This is especially true if the White females grew up 

and attended schools in rural or suburban areas. For example, many of these teachers 

have a limited worldview because of their limited experiences with other cultures and 

races. This limited worldview means that often times these middle class White females 

have little, if any experience, with Black people and their culture; which limits their 

ability to understand their Black students.  This leads to issues of race and privilege.  

For the past decade, social justice educators have criticized the scripted 

curriculum that continues to neglect the contributions and struggles made by Black 

people leads to the disparity that has resulted in the underachievement of Black students. 

According to Peterson-Smith (2015), 

This along with the recent high-profile deaths of young Black males, the 

movement shattered what remained of the notion of a “post-racial” America and 

reoriented the entire national conversation on anti-Black racism. The movement 
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follows in a tradition of Black struggles in the United States whose impacts far 

exceeds the numbers of people involved and goes well beyond their point of 

origin (p 1). 

This problem is occurring both nationally and locally and is producing 

movements, such as Black Lives Matter, which is a push to address institutional racism. 

The Setting 

District and school contexts. The school district that participated in this study, 

South Texas ISD (a pseudonym), is located in a suburban area of a major city in the state 

of Texas. South Texas ISD has more than 73,000 students and is one of the most diverse 

school districts in the state of Texas. In the past two decades the White student population 

has decreased more than 50% and the percentage of Black students in this school district 

have remained constant at around 30% (Texas Schools, 2015). The Hispanic population 

has double as well as the Asian population in South Texas ISD. The Hispanic population 

increased from 14% to 27%, and the Asian population grew from 11% to 23%.  

The demographic information in South Texas ISD does not show segregation in 

four of the eleven high school where the student population are not dominated by any 

particular ethnic group. However, the demographic information of the other seven high 

schools shows some type of the predominance of one or the combination of two groups. 

For example, three of the high schools have a majority of students from the White and 

Asian ethnic groups. The combination of these ethnic groups indicates that one high 

school has 61% of these students and only 35% of a combination of Black and Hispanic 

students. The demographics of another high school show that White and Asian students 

comprise 65% of the student population and the combination of Black and Hispanic 
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students just encompasses about 32%. The third high school includes a White and Asian 

population of 79%, while Blacks and Hispanics represent 18% of the total student 

population. These three high schools obtained seven distinction designations from TEA 

due to their academic performance. 

On the other hand, four high schools show the predominance of Black and 

Hispanic students. For instance, one high school has 79% of these students and 19% of 

Whites and Asians. The demographic information of another high school indicates that 

approximate 85% of its students are Black or Hispanic, while the White and Asian 

population represents just 14 %. The demographics of another high school express that 

97% of its student population is Black or Hispanic and the rest is comprised by White and 

Asian students. The last high school possesses a combined population of Blacks and 

Hispanics of 98% and just 1% of the combination of White and Asian students. Two of 

these four high schools just achieved the Met Standard category from TEA and one 

obtained four distinction designations while the last high school of this group just 

achieved one distinction designation due to academic performance (National Center for 

Education, 2011). 

There were 11 high schools to choose participants from within this district, 

however, the three secondary campuses that were selected were chosen for this study had 

similar student demographics, class sizes, and staffing. The classroom enrollment sizes 

on these campuses are on average 30 students, with 50% of those being Black students. 

This particular school district was chosen for three reasons two reasons, the first being 

that it services a large population of Black students, and secondly, 77.7% of their 

teaching populations are White females, with 23.8% of them being novice teachers. The 
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high schools within this district, with the exception of three of them, are very diverse. 

Two of the three schools that were selected by me to seek out potential participants were 

selected because they contain the largest populations of Black students. For this study I 

interviewed White female novice teachers who were teaching classes that contained 50% 

or more Black students. 

Participants  

In this section the participants will be introduced and personal details about them 

will be shared. The three participants were high school teachers in South Texas ISD in 

Texas. The three teachers, all of whom are White females identify as White, will be 

referred to as Sara, Kim, and Sonya. All three of the participants were somewhat 

nontraditional in that they entered college planning to major in something besides 

education. Sara began as a business major but quickly changed to education. Kim and 

Sonya did not study education at all in college and entered the teaching profession after 

graduation. 

Sara 

Sara is the youngest participant at 24 years old. She is in her second year of 

teaching and grew up in an area of North Texas where she was exposed to cultural 

diversity at an early age. She described her high school as being racially and socio-

economically diverse with a large Black and Hispanic student population. Upon entering 

college, she decided she was going to be a business major though she quickly decided to 

become a teacher mid-way through her freshman year. After making this decision she felt 

that it would be in her best interest to change universities.  Sara transferred to a new 

university because it had a solid reputation for having a strong teacher education 
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program. Sara indicated that during her college experience at the new university, she was 

exposed to diversity because of the student population. The classes she took and the clubs 

and organization to which she belonged gave her exposure to many different cultures and 

races. For this reason, she truly believes that it was not her course work that helped 

prepare her for teaching diverse students, but rather the life and social experiences she 

had growing up and in college as having a greater impact on preparing her for teaching in 

a classroom with 50% or more Black students. 

Sara is very energetic and has a great deal of enthusiasm about her subject and 

teaching. Within the first few minutes of the interview, it was clear that she is the type of 

teacher that will go the extra mile for her students. She enjoys what she is doing and has a 

desire to ensure that all of her students are successful. 

Kim 

The second participant was Kim. Kim is a 26-year-old White female, in her third 

year of teaching. Kim grew up in the same region where she now works. She felt that the 

schools she attended were very diverse, which provided her with exposure to many 

different races and cultures. Kim knew that she wanted to major in English, but she was 

adamant about not being a teacher. She admits now that she was running from her 

calling, something she did not discover until after college. She finished college with an 

English degree and tried a couple of different career paths. It was not until one of her 

close friends, who is an English teacher, asked her to come and read a poem that she had 

written to her middle school classes that, Kim realized, “this is what I am supposed to be 

doing.” Kim said that while she was reading the poem and looking at the students faces, 

she knew instantly that this is what she needed to be doing. 
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Kim is teaching at a high school where her class sizes are large and the Black 

student population is around 70%. Kim admitted that this has been challenging because 

the courses she took in college did not prepare her for teaching such diverse students. 

Kim is the only participant who is teaching a core subject to prepare students for the State 

of Texas Assessments of Academic Readiness (STAAR), which increases the amount of 

pressure because her school is literally at the bottom for scores within the district. As a 

result of this, Kim is in a position where she is aware of the Black-White opportunity gap, 

because of the low scores her students have received on their previous STAAR tests. 

Having the majority of her students fail to pass their English Language Arts STAAR test, 

places Kim in a position where everything she is teaching is being scrutinized by the 

school administration.  

Sonya 

 Sonya is a 30-year-old White female who is in her third year of teaching. Sonya 

grew up in an area in North Texas, where she was exposed to diversity because her 

mother was a high school librarian for over 30 years. The school where her mother was 

employed was referred to by the people who lived in the areas as the ‘hood’ and the 

schools were always at the bottom with low academic performance on state assessments.  

In addition, most White teachers did not want to work in these schools.  

Indeed, Sonya admits that it was not until she went to college that she was really 

around a large number of White people. Sonya shared with me that she was so 

comfortable around Black and Hispanic people, that being around White people was 

difficult for her. Sonya began college thinking she was going to be a teacher. However, 

this quickly changed. She changed her major and began taking classes to become a nurse. 
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At the beginning of her third year she, as young students often do, changed her major yet 

again. 

After the internship, Sonya began working at a Head Start preschool for three 

years before finally making the decision to become a high school teacher. Sonya said that 

her mother always loved high school, but she never understood why until her first year in 

a high school classroom. Sonya is an elective teacher whose classes tend to be fairly 

large, and are comprised of 50% or more Black students. Another important piece of 

information that Sonya shared with me is that her husband is Black. This provided 

insights that the other two participants did not possess.      

Results 

 This chapter is organized thematically according to the six overarching themes 

that emerged from the participant interviews.  During the interviews I probed for more 

information by asking the participants to explain or to expand on their initial responses. A 

few days after the face to face interviews, I conducted a follow up interview to gain 

clarification. During the phone interview, the participants were asked a few follow up 

questions about mistrust and Whiteness. Although, the participants were very open 

during the face-to-face interview, there were still a few things that needed clarification 

regarding these two areas. As a result of this probing, the participants shared more 

information, which provided greater insight into their thoughts and feeling about being 

White female novice teachers teaching Black students. This expansion of the initial 

responses will be evident in the interview accounts.  

 This section will be organized by the six themes which emerged during the 

interviews. Each category will discuss in detail the beliefs and perceptions these three 
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White female novice teachers have had and how those experiences have shaped who they 

are, and how they interact with Black students. The participants Whiteness will be 

examined and the results will be discussed in this section. 

Exposure to Diversity 

This section is important to this study because it provides support to the issue of 

the cultural mismatch that is occurring between White teachers and Black students, which 

can lead affect the academic success of Black students (Mcgrady & Reynolds, 2013). The 

backgrounds of these teachers are an important factor when considering this issue of 

White teachers teaching Black students (Bergeron, 2008).  

Similarly, all three participants grew up in areas that are considered to be 

culturally, socio-economically, and linguistically diverse. Sara was raised in the North 

Texas area where she attended a large 5A high school that was very diverse in regards to 

the student population.  

Sara tried to recall exactly what the demographics were for the high school she 

attended. She believes that the school was demographically comprised of 40% Black, 

35% White, 15% Hispanic, and the rest of the percentage was made up of different Asian 

groups. While in high school she was heavily involved in dance, and reported the 

different competitions she attended also gave her exposure to many other cultures and 

races. Sara felt that even throughout college, she had a great deal of exposure to diverse 

populations of people, which she felt helped prepare her for the classroom.  

Kim grew up in the same area where she currently teaches and explained that this 

whole area experienced a major demographic shift over a ten-year period of time, 
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therefore by the time she was in high school she could not count 30 White students in the 

school. She explained that, 

One of my friends actually challenged me, she came up to me and asked me, are 

you White, and I said yes, and then she tallied up how many White kids were in 

the school. I honestly had not realized this to be the case until she pointed it out to 

me.  

This quote is particularly notable because it indicates that race does matter. 

Kim attributes the blooming population to the fact that the area where she lives is 

considered to be the largest melting pot in the United States right now. It has even 

surpassed New York. She also shared that “this area is cheap and has low taxes, so 

everyone is like, let’s move to the suburbs”, thus resulting in a demographic shift within 

the school district. 

Sonya shared that her mother was an educator and they lived in a culturally 

diverse neighborhood, explaining that, 

My school was very diverse, a pretty big school just like here. A lot of different 

races, not that any one group was the majority. I went to school in the same 

region all the way from Kindergarten to high school. Again, very diverse, very 

different than most people maybe, who live in smaller towns. I liked my 

upbringing because I got to see a lot of different things, and as a result my 

worldview is very diverse because I have seen or grew up with people that did not 

look like me or did not have the same family dynamics as I did. 

Sonya went on to explain that her mother was a public school librarian in the 

same school district for over 30 years, and that the area in which she worked was 
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predominantly Black and Mexican, which made Sonya the minority.  She reflected that, 

“I have always kind of been used to being the minority I think.” Sonya believes that her 

exposure to other cultures and races was the thing that prepared her the most for teaching 

Black students and that because of her exposure to other races and cultures that 

understood what it means to be a minority; however, based solely on the color of her 

skin, she is part of the dominant culture White culture.  

Teacher role models.   This section supports the research that White teachers are 

taught by mostly White teachers in educational institutions that are set up to privilege 

Whiteness (Juarez, Smith, & Hayes, 2008). Therefore, their experience with how teachers 

teach and how students learn has been modeled by White teachers. It is human nature to 

revert back to what we know; therefore, when these White females being teaching they 

often emulate those experiences in the classroom (Gordon, 2005).  

Sara shared that while attending public schools in North Texas most of her 

teachers had been White. She recalled only having maybe three Black teachers and one 

Hispanic teacher the whole time she was in school. At the time, Sara really did not take 

notice to the fact that the teacher demographics did not represent the student 

demographics. Sara explained, “that was just the norm, and I never really gave it any 

thought. I just thought that is the way it is everywhere.” 

Kim shared that as she recalls, the majority of her teachers were White, but that 

her favorite teacher was actually Black. Kim admitted that “the teacher demographics at 

my school were not something that I ever even noticed really. I just went to school and 

those were my teachers and I never questioned why there weren’t more Black or Hispanic 
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teachers”. Kim went on to mention that now she realizes that the teacher demographic did 

not represent the student demographic of her school. 

Sonya remembers all of her teachers being White, so I referred to her earlier 

statement about the student demographics of the schools she attended being mostly Black 

and Hispanic. She affirmed this and then went on to say that the teaching demographic 

was not a representation of the student population at all. 

Sonya admitted that she did not notice this disparity. She elaborated, 

I guess I didn’t pay attention to it as much, or maybe I am just a naïve person 

when I don’t see things as what they are. I don’t see things when they are a little 

different, if that makes sense; I just never really noticed it. 

The conversation then shifted to Sonya thinking back on her earlier experiences 

and looking at it through her current lens. As a current educator she often thinks,  

oh, wait a minute- When I think back on it I just think about the students who were 

diverse and where was the representation for them in the teacher field? Like who 

could they connect to and I wonder if that played a role in how well they did in 

school. If it was related to their success or lack thereof. 

She then went on to discuss that these students need role models and have none, and that 

is a disservice to those students. 

Mistrust 

The cultural mismatch between White female novice teachers and their Black 

students is the primary reason that Black students do not trust them (Michael, 2012). 

Specifically, all three of my participants stated that the biggest challenge they each faced 

when entering the classroom for the first time, was the fact that their Black students did 
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not trust them. Sara, Kim, and Sonya all found this surprising and believe that it is 

because they are White. Sara started this discussion about mistrust by saying. “I think, 

just getting them to trust, to open up to me, and I had more trouble last year than I did this 

year. I really did not think they would ever open up to me.” Sara admitted that she was 

surprised and a little disappointed by this lack of trust from her Black students. Sara said, 

“I went in to the classroom that first day, all excited and ready for the students to love 

me, but instead they were cold and distant.”  She went home that first day trying to figure 

out what had happened. She was aware when she accepted this teaching position that she 

was going to have classes that were comprised of 50% or more Black students and she 

was excited at the prospect of teaching Black student and never once anticipated that it 

might be the students who would be resistant.  

Sara also found it surprising at how much her Black students talked about her 

being White. Sara recounted something that happened with one of her Black female 

students during the first couple of weeks of school, saying, “one of my Black female 

students said to me, you dress like such a White girl, and why are you always talking 

White?”  She admitted that this comment was surprising, but decided the best way to 

handle this situation was to not react in a negative way towards the student. She instead 

called the student off to the side and privately explained to her that those are not 

appropriate comments to make towards a teacher. She tried to keep it light, while at the 

same time making it clear that this is not a behavior that is going to be tolerated. 

As those first couple of weeks passed, Sara tried to remain positive and took on 

each day like it was a new day, not allowing the actions and words expressed by her 

Black students to carry over to the next day. She explained that, “I just kept being 
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positive and continued to demonstrate to them that I am here for a reason, and that reason 

is because I care, she admits that  it did not change overnight, but eventually, my Black 

students began to warm up to me.” 

Kim openly admitted that she was afraid on her first day. She clarified by saying 

“I wasn’t afraid of the students, as a matter of fact; I was looking forward to teaching 

Black students. What I was most afraid of was forgetting something, or what if they don’t 

like me, and what if I have gotten myself in over my head?” Kim felt that she was ready 

and capable of teaching classes with 50% or more Black students because she truly felt 

that her experiences with other cultures and races had prepared her well for this. 

However, she quickly realized that no one can really prepare you for how Black students 

are going to react to you, a White female, and that is what she was not prepared for.  Kim 

further explained by saying,  

From the moment my students entered my classroom there was obvious mistrust 

on the part of my Black students. They don’t trust the White lady who is telling 

them what to do. I have actually had students ask me, ‘why are you speaking 

White all the time?’ I spun around and said ‘what does that mean’? and they just 

said ‘just like you speak, Miss’. I said, ‘since when does speaking right equate to 

speaking White?’ Then I was able to play a poem that I love and there is basically 

no such thing, you speak formally or you speak like you do with your friend and it 

is ok to make that adjustment, but don’t equate intelligence with White. I almost 

cried in class. I was like no, ‘that is what they have been telling you your whole 

life, don’t listen to them.’ 
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Kim was surprised at how long it took for her Black students to begin to warm up 

to her and to trust her. Kim really believes that this mistrust is because she is White. The 

students do not come right out and say this, but, based on their comments about her 

speaking White and acting White, she believes this to be true. 

Sonya had some experience with teaching diverse students because of the years 

she spent as a pre-school teacher, however, even that did not prepare her for the challenge 

of being a White female and her Black students not trusting her because she is White. Her 

first day of school as a high school teacher, she was extremely excited and could not wait 

to meet her students for the first time. This excitement was to be short lived, because her 

Black students did not share the same enthusiasm. Sonya stated, 

The students entered my classroom on that first day and were looking at me like I 

was some kind of alien from another planet. There was no excitement, they did not 

act all warm and fuzzy toward me, and I have to say that I was not prepared for 

this reaction. 

Sonya did not let this discourage her because she could understand that this 

mistrust was not because of something she had done and she attributed it to the fact that 

something in their past experiences had caused them to react this way toward White 

people. She explained by saying, 

Whoever or whatever White female or male these students have encountered 

before me may have been a negative experience, or their parents have 

experienced, or their grandparents and the stories that they have heard. Then they 

see me and that is a representation to them of all the hurt and the pain from their 

parents and their loved ones and it becomes a hard thing to get them to trust me. 
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To trust that I want the best for them that I am going to protect them, or that I 

going to do all I can to make sure everyone is successful. 

Sonya’s struggle with the mistrust of her Black students went a little deeper than 

the other two participants because she is married to a Black man and because of this she 

expected her Black students to accept her. She admits this opened her eyes to that fact 

that being married to a Black man had no impact on how her Black students perceived 

her and that it was truly is all about color. She realized that based solely on the fact that 

she is White these Black students did not trust her. 

All three of these women had similar experiences with their Black students in 

regards to mistrust. They all seemed surprised, but what they did not take into 

consideration was the past experiences that these students have had with White people. 

The misguided assumptions that these White teachers had coming into the classroom 

supports the notion of White privilege (Abent, 2014). They expected their Black students 

to welcome them as caring. This assumption is an example of color blindness because the 

teachers struggled to understand why the students would be suspicious of them and why 

race would matter. 

Transition from mistrust to trust. Sara, Kim, and Sonya all mentioned that it 

took time and a lot of patience for the Black students to begin to trust them. All three 

participants discussed how important it was to establish classroom routines and 

expectations on the first day of school. Sara talked about being consistent and not 

allowing the students comments and reactions to discourage her. She instead relied on the 

support of her veteran colleagues for advice and remained positive and enthusiastic 

toward her Black students. Sara set a goal to make her classroom positive and 
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comfortable, so that her Black students would begin to let their guard down and begin to 

trust her. In her classroom she tries to relate things to what is current or what is cool, so 

her students are interested and engaged. Sara also tries to take an interest in what her 

students are doing outside of school. For example, she talked about a dance competition 

her students were competing in and how she helped them prepare. She also made sure 

that she was in attendance, in hopes that this would help build relationships with her 

students which she felt was necessary for them to begin to trust her. 

Kim was a lot more emotional about this than the other two participants. It really 

bothered her that her Black students were allowing themselves to be impacted and 

influenced by negative people and things that they see in the media. As a result of this, 

Kim talked about the transition from mistrust to trust occurring in her classroom with her 

students because she remained positive and kept telling them that they could and would 

be successful. Kim explained to her Black students that they can and will be able to 

provide for themselves or a family someday. Kim talked about the importance of the 

students having someone whom they know actually believing what they are telling them. 

For instance, she explained how 

They hear that they can be successful every morning during announcements, 

because our school has a creed that is recited, which talks about how successful 

they will be, but I don’t think they actually believe it until they actually see 

someone believes in them. 

Kim went on to discuss at length how important it was for her to encourage her 

Black students and to hold them to high expectations. She said, “I treated them like they 

can succeed by telling them that you are going to college, or the military, or a trade 
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school. You are going to succeed”. Kim truly believes that this has made all the 

difference with her Black students. 

 Many White female teachers believe that their Black students all come from 

poverty, have no positive role models, and very little if any parental support. As a result 

of this deficit thinking, White teachers begin to feel that it is up to them to save these 

Black students from their lives of despair. Believing that the words they will impart into 

their lives will inspire them to change, these White teachers assume the role of savior or 

superhero. This way of thinking is related to Whiteness and White privilege because 

these White teachers are operating under the premise that these Black students will be 

saved if they act and behave like White students.  

Sonya discussed that the first week of school is the most important time for the 

teacher. Sonya tries to create an environment where the students feel safe and 

comfortable. Sonya, who shared with me earlier in her interview, that her husband is 

Black, shares this information with her students, but stated that even when her students 

learn this about her, it did not help with the mistrust that her Black students had toward 

her because the mistrust is solely based on the fact that she is White.  Sonya did not allow 

herself to become discouraged, she kept her enthusiasm and positive attitude and kept 

showing her Black students that she cares about their success. “It took a little while, but 

eventually they all came around and now we have a great time in class together.” 

Teacher Education Programs 

This section will discuss the education programs that the three participants were 

exposed to while in college, or in the case of Kim and Sonya, the alternative certification 

program they were a part of in order to gain a teaching certificate. These women will 
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reveal their thoughts and opinions about course work and training they received, and 

whether or not they felt prepared or qualified to teach in classrooms where the Black 

student population is over 50%. This section will also reveal the importance of university 

programs, strengthening their programs by including courses which deal with cultural 

competency and Whiteness. 

Sara felt that for the most part that her college program had been very good in 

regards to teaching her the content, and she explained how her instructors would provide 

them with different scenarios to help emphasize what she was expected to teach, 

however, the program did not prepare her to teach Black students. Sara shared that one of 

the things that she believes helped her with her Black students was her exposure to 

various cultural groups and backgrounds while she was in college. Sara explained, 

as far as my coursework is concerned, I can truly say that it in no way prepared 

me for teaching Black students or any other cultural groups. There was not 

enough built into the curriculum that dealt with multiculturalism or diversity. 

Kim answered this question with an emphatic no. She does not feel that her 

college prepared her for teaching diverse populations of students, specifically Black 

students. Kim stated that this is because 

I was always in AP classes and though the demographic is mixed we all know that 

there are not the right percentages of mixed cultures in those classes. An um I still 

was amongst every race possible, but it tended to be more White, Asian, and 

Hispanic. Though a lot of my friends are Black. They are not the stereotypical 

Black, so it is a big change. 
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To be fair, Kim admitted that because she did not go through a teacher education 

program, the courses that she took for her English degree were not really designed to 

train her to teach culturally diverse students. She went through an alternative certification 

program that she does not feel helped prepare or support her during her first year in the 

classroom. 

I was brand new to teaching and had no clue what to really expect. Then I walk 

into my room on that first day, and to my surprise there were mostly Black 

students there. I remember feeling excited and enthusiastic about being there and 

having the opportunity to teach these Black students. However, the students were 

not all that excited and not all that thrilled to see me standing before them 

Kim said all of this to emphasize that what she experienced felt a lot like being 

thrown in the deep end without a flotation device. She did not know what to expect from 

the alternative certification program, but quickly found out that it lacked the support that 

she felt she needed. Therefore, Kim did what most people do in this situation; she 

reverted back to what she knew from her own experiences with the teachers that she had 

admired. “I wasn’t sure what to do, so I just thought about my favorite English teacher 

from high school and I tried to emulate what she had done.” 

Upon probing, she went on to clarify the statement she had made about her Black 

friends not being the stereotypical Blacks, and what exactly she meant. Kim was very 

open and honest and this is what she had to say in regards to her comment. 

It’s almost like they are trying to break down a wall by becoming it – I don’t 

know, it’s sort of that they think society wants them to be something, so they fit 

into this little box and it is just awful. Society is saying you must be loud, you must 
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be aggressive, you must be super strong- you can’t show emotion and if you do it 

has to be anger. They always have a defense up, and my two best friends who are 

Black are nothing like that. It was around when I was growing up, I did see 

people trying to fit the stereotype and it was interesting, especially in college, you 

would see the stereotype outside of the classes and they would turn it off when 

they went into classes, because they knew that in college there was no doing that. 

Kim describes her Black friends as if they are White by declaring “they do not act 

like Black people, they act like me, they act White.”  

Sonya opened up by saying that she feels most comfortable in a school with a 

diverse student population, which she attributes to her upbringing. Sonya was always the 

minority and was used to being around people from other cultures and races. Sonya 

actually admitted that she feels more uncomfortable around White people than she does 

Black people. She feels this way because growing up; she went to school with mostly 

Black and Hispanic students and had little exposure to White people.  She then went on 

to discuss her thoughts about her college preparation. She said, 

I think in educational preparation every course is taught to a specific type of 

student, and a standard, and a test, and it doesn’t really go into the touchy feely 

or the demographic or maybe working on our worldview or how to be sensitive to 

other people of different cultures and different colors. I just think that it should be 

something that needs to be taught, especially in the college setting. I think that it 

is just like they tell you when you are taking your PPR. It is the perfect student 

and has all the resources and all the money in the world. These students behave 
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well and have no problems at home, and I honestly think that with most things, 

that in most people’s minds that this ideal student would be a White student. 

Sonya felt strongly that the universities cater to White people and therefore train 

teachers to expect all students to fit the criteria of a White student. She explained the 

expectation that, “all students must sit quietly, listen, and raise their hands to speak. That 

is not reality that does not work with Black students.” Sonya believes that this is the 

reason for the problems White teachers are having in their classrooms when trying to 

teach Black students. 

Role and Responsibilities of Teachers and School Administration 

According to Miller (2011), many White female novice teachers lack the cultural 

awareness necessary to deliver effective instruction to Black students. This supports the 

need for educational leaders to design and implement programs that will assist these 

teachers in becoming culturally competent instructors (Landsman, 2001). 

  The participants in this study reported that school districts and campus 

administrators play a vital role in providing what teachers need to become more 

culturally competent. Sara believes there is a need for those considering public education 

to be open-minded. She explained that, “You can’t be closed off and be one minded, you 

need to be open and you have to know about other people, you can’t just say – my way is 

the right way.” Sara knows firsthand that this type of ‘my way is the right way’ attitude 

will not get you anywhere when it comes to teaching Black students. She continued by 

saying, “they already have their guard up and do not trust White people, so what makes 

anyone think they will respond well to a close-minded attitude, is beyond me”. Sara 

admits that she sees this happening way too often with colleagues at work. A lot of the 
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times, these colleagues are veteran teachers, so Sara feels like she can’t really say 

anything to them, because she is young and fears they would be offended. She expresses 

her frustration by saying that, 

It really shouldn’t be that way, we should all be able to teach and learn from each 

other, but I have encountered older teachers who are not receptive to change of 

any kind, and that is unfortunate, because it only hurts the students. 

This quote is particularly important because it demonstrates the participant’s 

ability to recognize the effects of Whiteness in an educational institution.  

Sara then went on to share with me that she believes that it is the responsibility of 

the school administration to recognize the needs of these White female teachers, and to 

provide them with the appropriate professional development training. She explained, 

All I can say is that if the principal sees these kinds of things happening, then they 

need to start educating teachers. Find a way to say it without making people feel 

like they are racist, but they do have to be educated. 

Kim also feels that it is ultimately the responsibility of the school administration 

to recognize when White female novice teachers are struggling with cultural competency, 

and to provide adequate support and on-going training. Kim emphasized the point of on-

going training, “one training is not going to get it done.” Kim talked about how in 

education, often times, teachers are provided with a single training with no follow up or 

support. “If something is expected to work, then there must be support.”  She stressed the 

fact that teachers, especially novice teachers, need to be and feel supported as they learn 

how to become more culturally competent and responsive. She stated that,  
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I believe the administration should have programs and systems in place that go 

beyond merely assigning them a mentor teacher. There needs to be some sort of 

support group that helps White female teachers to learn how to become culturally 

competent. 

Kim believes that without this type of assistance, White female novice teachers 

will continue to struggle with teaching Black students. 

Sonya agrees that is the responsibility of the school administration to provide 

professional development for White female novice teachers to assist them in becoming 

more culturally competent. The term she used is expanding their worldview. Sonya 

believes the key is to help White teachers expand their worldview. She went on to clarify 

that the training should teach teachers how to be kind, sensitive, and receptive to other 

people and cultures. She explains further by saying, 

If we don’t change that we are never going to accomplish what needs to be 

accomplished, we are never going to change anything. I think that we have a 

long, long road to go and until we have people who are willing to go that road 

then it is never going to change. 

The cultural disconnect between White female teachers and Black students plays 

a major role in how these Black students perform academically (Griner, 2012) For this 

reason, White female teachers must be willing to examine their own racial identities 

(Lipsey, 2013). 

In response to this research, the problem that Sonya foresees is that many veteran 

teachers are set in their ways, and if change is to occur then there has to be a willingness 

to want to change. She went on to say,  
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I understand how hard change is for many people, but we are talking about kids 

here. White people need to quit being so sensitive about their Whiteness and 

embrace this change 

Sonya believes that until this change in mindset of White teachers occurs, she 

fears little will change in the classrooms between White teachers and Black students. She 

restates how instrumental school leadership is in this process by saying,  

I think this has to be something as an administration and as a district that they 

truly believe in, so that there are things put into place to help teach these teachers 

to look outside of themselves. 

Sonya feels that this should come in the way of professional development. She 

suggests that all professional development trainings offered to teachers, should contain a 

component that deals with cultural competency. She explained this by saying,  

Maybe if everything had a basis of how can you do this and be more culturally 

sensitive. For example, you ask the teachers how would this lesson differ for a 

Black student, who didn’t sleep last night because of X, Y, or Z. What are the 

ways that we can differentiate instruction based on what is going on in the kid’s 

life? 

Sonya is convinced that until professional development training begins to include 

cultural competency training, very little is going to change in regards to the Black-White 

opportunity gap. 

Research suggests that cultural competency is the key to White females becoming 

effective teachers of Black students (Landsman, 2001). However, the participants in this 

study did not assume any of the responsibility, but instead placed it all on the school 
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leadership and administration. According to Lopez (1996), White female oblivious to 

their own Whiteness and the impact the academic achievement of Black students within 

the classroom. This could explain why the participants in this study did not give any 

indication that they understand their role and professional responsibilities towards 

addressing and ending the Black-White opportunity gap. 

Overall, the three participants feel strongly that it is the school district and campus 

administrators’ role in assuring that White teachers are provided with the resources and 

training necessary to facilitate these critical discussions about Whiteness and White 

privilege. 

Causes of the Black – White Achievement Gap. 

The most urgent issue in American education is that large numbers of Black 

students continue to achieve at a much lower rate than their White peers (Glazer, 2007). 

The participants acknowledged that they are aware that the achievement gap exists and 

openly shared with me what they believe to be the causes.  

Sara acknowledged that she is very much aware that Black students are still 

falling way behind their White counterparts. She began to explain that she feels one of 

the main causes for her Black students not succeeding academically is because there is a 

disconnect in the classroom because Black students are being taught by mostly White 

teachers. She feels being placed in those situations might make the Black students feel as 

though they cannot be successful because this is not what they see, and she thought that it 

would help her Black students to be exposed to more successful Black role models. 

According to Lynch (2006), one of the reasons Black students fail to achieve at the same 
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level academically as their White peers is because they have no positive male role models 

which places them at-risk to fail.   

She admitted that because she teaches an elective class that she does not 

experience the brunt of the achievement gap like the core teachers do. After all, her kids 

are not taking a STAAR test for dance. She does however take notice of how her Black 

students are performing in their other classes because they have to maintain a certain 

grade point average to be eligible to participate in dance. She admits that she sees them 

struggling primarily with reading and writing and that this is something that she does not 

understand because she is not knowledgeable about the STAAR exams. 

Kim had a lot to say when it comes to the causes of the Black-White achievement 

gap. She began by stating that if teachers do not believe in their students, the students will 

know. 

Being a White female, I already face the challenge of my Black students not 

trusting me based on what they have heard or their past experiences, so these 

students must realize quickly that I do believe in them. That someone who is not 

like them cares about their future. 

She went on to say that they believe some of what they hear, but that hearing it is 

not enough, they must see this demonstrated by you. Kim went on to explain that she 

believes that part of the cause of the Black-White achievement is that Black students do 

not have positive role models. She explained by saying,  

All they ever see on TV is White people, we didn’t even have a Black president 

until eight years ago, so up until then, they had never have seen anyone Black in 
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charge of something important. Society tells us we are different and they do not 

know how to handle that. 

Kim then went on to discuss a conversation that she had recently with a Black 

male colleague. This colleague shared with her that Black students are primarily visual 

leaners, look back through ancestry, and so why do we make them write and listen 

instead of see stuff? Why are we more prone to teaching the way that White people learn, 

even though this school has mostly Black students? With more probing Kim explained 

that the White way she mentions is teaching students by lecturing, calling out questions, 

and students are expected to raise their hands to answer. Kim shared that from what she 

has observed from her Black students they learn better by conversing with each other and 

they do much better when working in groups, however, this method is seen as less 

rigorous. Kim ended her response to this question by saying that the state assessments by 

which we measure student achievement are not fair to her Black students “because the 

test is primarily quiet and written and they are more vocal and seeing.” 

Kim views it from the perspective of the teacher’s responsibilities to students. 

Kim believes that if teachers do not believe in their students, it doesn’t matter what color 

they are the kid is going to know. Kim revealed that some of the best teaching moments 

she has had with her Black students is when she is trying to explain to them why we all 

need to be good to each other and why we must keep trying.  During one of these 

discussions we talked about ignorance being bliss and why it is better to not be blissful 

anymore, but to be intelligent and happy. 

Researchers have suggested that one of the primary reasons for the achievement 

gap is something called deficit thinking. Deficit thinking is when the focus is placed on 
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what the students have going on at home, such as poverty and lack of parental support 

(Lynch, 2006). The comments made by Kim are once again an implication of deficit 

thinking in regards to Black students. She believes that these students do not have any 

other person in their lives that is encouraging them to be successful. 

Sonya began to reveal her belief that our society is set up for the success of White 

people. She feels strongly that this goes back to when there was segregation and there 

were systems in place to keep Black people from being successful. She believes that this 

mindset has trickled down from generation to generation and caused the achievement 

gap. 

Another thing that Sonya felt was causing the low academic performance of her 

Black students is lack parental involvement. She explained that most of the time when 

she is trying to call and reach out to the parents of her Black students that the parents try 

to accuse her of doing or not doing something, which has caused the issue with their 

child. Sonya stated,  

I don’t know if it is generational or not, I don’t know what it is, but it is a lot 

different than what I expected parent wise and I believe that it all starts with the 

parent and that is why we see what we see with not taking their grades seriously. 

It is not enough for me to tell them; hey you are failing. This statement does not 

seem to motivate them at all. I have found that I have to be very creative with 

incentives. 

Another issue, Sonya believes to be a contributor to this Black-White opportunity 

gap is that in society we see the people achieving the most success are White. Sonya 

perceives that this problem stems from laws that were passed during segregation in our 
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country.  She stated, “it appears that everyone is fine with White people being successful 

and it is a shame that we don’t see ‘America’ as everyone.” Sonya shared her hope that 

this changes for the better soon, and is surprised that as a nation we are not at the point 

where everyone is viewed as being equal. 

 The statement made by this participant is true in regards to Whiteness and White 

privilege. It is expected in society that White students will be successful and Black 

students will not. This is one of the driving forces behind this continued lack of 

achievement on the part of Black students (Kendall, 2006).  

 Awareness of Whiteness and White Privilege.  

The issue of Whiteness often goes unrecognized by White people because many 

of them do not identify with a particular race or culture (Guess, 2006). As a result, White 

female teachers are often not comfortable discussing issues of Whiteness and White 

privilege (Abent, 2014).  

In the following dialogue, the participants’ viewpoints support the literature.  Sara 

spoke primarily about how she grew up in a two parent household where her Dad worked 

and her Mom stayed home. She feels that a lot of her Black students are either in single 

parent households or that both of their parents have to work all the time, which leads to 

the kids not having parental support. As a result of this, she had to come to the realization 

that these kids are not like her and that these kids need more. Sara admitted that she had 

really never given much thought to Whiteness until she began teaching last year. For the 

first time in her life, she was faced with teaching students who are Black that did not trust 

her because she is White. This took her by surprise, but at the same time she says, “it 

made me aware that these kids look at me and because I am not like them, they do not 
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want to trust or learn from me.” Sara admits that for her this is an ongoing process, and 

she is still discovering things about her own Whiteness. “I know I am not there yet, but I 

am willing to continue to learn more about my Whiteness if it helps to make me a better 

teacher for my kiddos.” 

Likewise, Kim began to speak about how being White and identifying as White is 

almost like a mark on her.  She openly stated, “I feel like if I ever said I was proud to be 

White they would look down on me and sometimes I am really not proud of being 

White.”  At this point in the conversation her voice became very quiet and tears began to 

form in her eyes, then she said “when people try to kick out my babies, I get emotional.” 

At this point Kim began to cry, she revealed that this was a very emotional thing for her 

to discuss and to disclose to me because she cares so much about her students. “My 

students mean the world to me and at this point in the school year these are my kids, and I 

won’t allow anyone to hurt my kids.” After a few seconds she was able to continue the 

interview. Kim then went on to talk about White privilege, she slowly and carefully 

stated,  

White people who are privileged, don’t see the privilege, why would we. We don’t 

see it until we are sitting here with a Black student who is crying because they are 

so brilliant, but can’t graduate because they can’t pass the STAAR exam. 

Kim became quiet for a moment and then finished her statement by saying, “and 

when you are actually sitting there and you are actually feeling it with them- when I saw 

my kids getting hurt is when I realized it.” Kim stated that she had been somewhat aware 

of Whiteness and White privilege, but because it really didn’t affect her, she just ignored 

it, that is until now. 
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Similarly, when Sonya addressed the issue of Whiteness and White privilege, she 

began by admitting that she had not been aware that Whiteness existed when she was 

very young. She thinks this is because she was the minority in the school that she 

attended and that it was not until she started college that she began to realize that 

Whiteness and White privilege existed. She went to college in a small town in which is 

Louisiana and found it to be a shocking because she was not used to being around a lot of 

White people, and in this case, “a lot of narrow minded White people.” She immediately 

found it very difficult to make friends because she did not share the same beliefs and 

political views as her White peers, which made things extremely difficult for her.  

For the first time in her life she saw White privilege and Whiteness being played out 

before her eyes on a daily basis. One example she provided was that when she would go 

into restaurants with her Black friends she would get stared and called unfavorable 

names. Despite this fact, she was able to hang in there and finish college, but the 

experiences while there had opened her eyes to Whiteness. 

She went on to discuss that she is still very much aware of Whiteness and White 

privilege because it is part of her daily life. At this point in the conversation, she felt it 

was necessary to share with me that her husband is Black. As an example she explained 

that when she is with her husband in stores, she sees him being followed and watched 

closely. She described this by declaring,  

I mean it is just things that I have seen and a lot of White people are like just get 

over it, but if that is your life every day, every day you are not trusted or you are 

not good enough to be with a certain person it really does affect you as a person 

and it effects how you act with other people. It affects who you trust and who you 
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are going to work hard for. It is a privilege to be White. It is almost like this club 

that you re in and you just walk up and everybody accepts you because of the 

color of your skin. It is just this elite club. You go to the bank and no one suspects 

you are going to do anything – no one suspects that you have drugs on you. Other 

cultures it is not the same, it is just not, this is a privilege; it is a privilege that 

people just don’t understand. 

Upon further inquiry, she went on to explain that she does not believe White 

people understand this privilege by stating, 

I don’t think so because we (White people) have never had to live a different life 

from this- this is our life and we are used to it, until someone points it out, or you 

get to see how people who are not White have had to live life. There are a lot of 

people who go on the defense about it – it is a touchy subject. Sonya went on to 

talk about how a lot of White people do not feel comfortable being asked about 

their Whiteness which she believes stems from the fact that they do not want to be 

made to feel like they have done something wrong. They did not choose to be 

White they were just born White. 

Sonya finished her response by saying that she is more comfortable around Black 

people than she is around White people, and it has been that way since she was in 

college. She affirmed this by saying,  

When I was in college I think I became discriminatory towards White people 

because I just didn’t want to be around people who I couldn’t relate to, and who 

might say some derogatory racial term that I didn’t want to be subjected to. 
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 Sonya accepts the fact that she just doesn’t share the same feelings or opinions as 

they do, and as a result, she has very few White friends. 

During this portion of the interview, Sara and Kim spoke about not identifying 

with a culture, which supports the literature surrounding White privilege. According to 

Dyer (2008), most White people do not see themselves as part of any particular race, but 

instead identify as being Americans. As a result, White people do not have to identify 

with any culture because they are the dominant culture (Lund, 2015). For example, Sonya 

communicated what she perceives to be the reality of being White, she defined being 

White as belonging to some elite club. She recognizes that based on our society that it is a 

privilege to be White.  

Similarly, Sara also shared that being White she does not identify with any 

specific culture. She explained that unless your family has kept track of its heritage, 

“White people just are White people.” She then shared that she had never really thought 

about the implications that White people do not identify with a culture. She explained 

“that we (White people) are just Americans, we just are.” 

 Likewise, Kim had a very similar take on how White people navigate culture. She 

explained by saying that, “thinking about belonging to a particular culture is not 

something I have ever thought about really. I have just always considered myself to be an 

American.” The dialogue with the participants provided validity to the research about 

Whiteness by confirming that that most White people do not identify with a culture. . 

Summary of Findings 

The results of the interviews reflected a great deal of similarity in the perspectives 

of these different individuals. Each White novice teacher shared their perspectives as it 
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related to their upbringing, the surprises and challenges they face in their classrooms, and 

their own sense of reflection on the questions I asked. The responses reflected their 

individual experiences, but also confirmed the situations they have in common.  

Analysis of the teacher interviews confirmed themes that evolved from the data. 

The teachers interviewed all had diverse backgrounds which established the foundations 

for their beliefs and perceptions. All three of the participants in this study revealed they 

had grown up in diverse communities. As a result of their exposure to diversity, these 

White female novice teachers entered the field of education already being somewhat 

culturally competent. Throughout the interviews there were strong examples of these 

culturally sensitive experiences and evidence of the impact it had on their beliefs and 

perceptions of their black students. 

In addition, the analysis of the data revealed six shared themes. Specifically, 

exposure to diversity, the concept of mistrust that Black students have because they are 

White females, the degree to which their teacher education programs prepared them for 

teaching Black students, role and responsibilities of teachers and school administration in 

assisting White female teachers in expanding their worldview, causes of the Black-White 

achievement gap, their awareness of Whiteness and White privilege. 

The data analyzed from the interviews revealed that these White female teachers 

are aware that the Black-White opportunity gap exists and candidly revealed what they 

perceive some of the causes of the Black-White opportunity gap to be. This awareness 

had a direct impact on how they perceived their Black students.  The results of the 

interviews revealed that similar perspectives can exist amongst three White female 

novice teachers of different ages and backgrounds. Ultimately, the participants’ responses 
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revealed their individual experiences with people from different cultures and races and 

the impact that those experiences have had on them as teachers. 

The results of the interviews reflected a great deal of similarity in the perspectives 

of these different individuals. Each White novice teacher shared their perspectives as it 

related to their upbringing, the surprises and challenges they face in their classrooms, and 

their own sense of reflection on the questions I asked.  
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Chapter V 

Introduction  

Chapter five includes a summary and then a discussion of the results, including 

the implications for district and school leaders, recommendations for further research, 

and limitations.  The purpose of this study was to examine White female novice teachers' 

attitudes towards their Black students and the Black-White opportunity gap through 

qualitative methods. The research sought to understand the beliefs and experiences of 

White female novice teachers and how those experiences helped shape their perceptions 

about Black students. The researcher intended to produce a dialogue that will assist 

educators in understanding their roles in eliminating the Black-White opportunity gap. 

This study sought to explore the stories of three White female novice teachers who were 

teaching in classrooms where the Black student population was 50% or greater.  

Data for this study were collected through interview with three White female 

novice teachers, which were completed first face-to-face and then with follow-up phone 

interviews. The interviews were transcribed and analyzed to allow a variety of thematic 

categories to emerge. The thematic categories were developed through the emergent 

themes found while conducting the coding of the data. The data were presented according 

to the thematic categories that emerged from the analysis. 

Summary of Results 

 

 The purpose of this section is to summarize the main findings that emerged from 

the analysis of the data. There were six major themes, each of which will be reviewed 

here. First, there was the shared experience among all three participants of growing up 

and attending schools in an area with diverse student populations. Each of the participants 
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also reported that their Black students exhibited high levels of mistrust. The teachers also 

discussed the fact that the education programs they completed were a point of contention. 

Specifically, they said that educational programs they were involved with did little to 

nothing to prepare them for teaching Black students. The three teachers argued that 

school leadership has important roles and responsibilities to their Black students. Each 

participant shared what they perceived as the causes of the Black-White opportunity gap. 

Finally, each participant shared the level of awareness they had regarding her own 

Whiteness and White privilege. 

 All of these emergent themes connect with the theoretical framework of this 

study, which is Critical Whiteness Theory.  The beliefs and perception shared by each 

participant helped support the primary argument being made in this thesis: That there is a 

cultural mismatch between White female novice teachers and their Black students. The 

mismatch derives in large part from the fact that most is related to the fact that White 

female novice teachers aware of their own Whiteness, White privilege and the impact 

their privilege has on how they perceive Black students. The shared experience of 

exposure to diversity, the mistrust that these teachers experienced with their Black 

students, the White teachers they had while attending school, their experiences with an 

education program , the role and responsibilities of school leadership, the proposed 

causes of the Black-White opportunity gap, and whether they were aware of their own 

Whiteness and White privilege all connect to Critical Whiteness theory because these 

teachers were unaware that they were actively engaged in Whiteness.  
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Discussion 

In this section, the implications of this study are discussed. The focus will be on 

discussing the two research questions that guided the study and the themes that emerged 

during the interviews with the participants.   

This study is the result of the interest and passion I found in the topic after 

working in schools where the student population was close to 50% Black. It is and always 

has been my goal as an educator to make sure that all students are being taught 

effectively. The first set of researchers I encountered that helps reveal this study were 

Ladson-Billing (2000), Sleeter (2008), and McIntosh (1990). These researchers help put 

things into perspective in regards to Whiteness and White privilege, prompting the 

realization of what Whiteness and White privilege mean, and how it impacts the 

achievement of Black students.  

This study has been something that has impacted me both professionally and on a 

personal level. The research that I have done for this study has helped me be a more 

effective leader on my campus where I work with a student population comprised of 

nearly 50% Black students. Through this research journey I have had to ask myself some 

difficult questions regarding my own Whiteness and White privilege and those were not 

always easy things to reflect and to attempt to address. My position is that there needs to 

be some major changes made, both at the university level and the school level in order to 

impact the change that is needed to guarantee that Black students are provided equal 

access to opportunities to ensure their academic success.  

The findings from this study will assist district level leaders, campus leaders, and 

White female teachers become aware of the challenges that because classroom teachers 
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are mostly White females and because of the way in which many of these teachers 

understand their students.  

 The Black-White opportunity gap continues to be the primary concern of 

educators when it comes to the lack of achievement and academic success of Black 

students in classrooms across the United States. This study highlights the fact that our 

teaching force continues to consist primarily of White females. According to Bergeron 

(2008), public school teachers continue to be mostly White which creates a cultural 

mismatch between the White teachers and Black students whereby, heavily impacting 

their academic success. This issue is believed to be one of the primary causes of the 

Opportunity gap (Bergeron, 2008).  

 It was important to explore the backgrounds and experiences of these three White 

female teachers to discover if either had any impact on how they interact with Black 

students in the classroom. According to Dewey (1986), every experience a person has in 

life will live on in the future experiences of a person. This means that everything we 

encounter impacts us whether we realize it or not. Dewey (1986) also believes that every 

experience we have changes our beliefs and perspectives. Additionally, Dewey (1986) 

claimed that teacher knowledge is contingent on experiences. 

When examining White novice teachers, it is important to note that beginning 

White female teachers not only face the many professional demands placed upon them, 

but additionally they end up having difficulty relating to Black students in their 

classrooms because they fail to realize that Black students do not learn or act like them 

(Olsen, 2000).   
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In recent research it has been proposed that the Black-White opportunity gap is 

being caused by lack of opportunities and resources. The opportunity gap reframes the 

whole debate about the causes of the achievement gap, because it focuses the attention 

not on student deficits, but on the inequity that exists for Black in regards educational 

opportunities (Carter & Welner, 2013). 

The rest of this chapter will be organized by the literature review and will include 

discourse about the opportunity gap, unintentional racism in the classroom, Critical 

Whiteness theory, towards cultural competency, and finally culturally responsive 

pedagogy. Each of the emergent themes from the interviews will be used to provide 

support for the research. 

Opportunity Gap 

Causes of the Black-White opportunity gap. 

Some of the research suggests that there are specific reasons why Black students 

continue to underachieve in school. Lynch (2006) discusses within his research that 

deficit thinking is the most widely accepted cause. Examples of deficit thinking include: 

self-sabotage, drug abuse, and lack of parental support. Whereas, Carter & Welner (2013) 

propose that this Black–White achievement gap is not a product of deficit thinking, but 

rather that it is caused instead by lack of opportunities, referred to as the “opportunity 

gap” (p. 3). In other words, this gap is not because of deficits on the part of the students, 

but is instead caused by unequal access to opportunities. This opportunity gap focuses 

more on the fact that Black students are often denied access to adequate resources and 

educational opportunities which causes them to continue to be unsuccessful 

academically, whereby, widening the gap (Carter & Welner, 2013). 
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 During the interviews with the participants they reported the causes of the Black-

White achievement gap to be lack of parental support, absence of role models, and low 

socioeconomic status all of which reflects deficit thinking on the part of the teachers. 

Only one of the participants mentioned the schools which are attended primarily by Black 

students receive fewer resources and funding, which supports the research surrounding 

the opportunity gap, thus supporting the belief that educators must begin to focus 

attention away from deficits and place the focus instead on what educational 

opportunities are available for Black students. (Venzant-Chambers, 2009).  This 

refocusing our attention on what is being offered to students instead of continuing to 

blame this lack of academic achieving on deficits, is a step closer to eliminating the 

Black-White opportunity gap (Venzant-Chambers, 2009). 

It is time for this shift to occur and for educational leaders to ensure that every 

student attending public schools is receiving the same opportunities. The issue of the 

Black–White opportunity gap can no longer be viewed through one single lens. Many 

other factors need to be considered, so that educational leadership can begin to design 

interventions that will impact the achievement gap in a positive way. (Venzant-

Chambers, 2009). This is not to say that deficits and disparities do not exist, what is being 

said instead is that that educational leaders must recognize that there are additional 

factors involved that are affecting the academic achievement of Black students. 

Unintentional Racism in the Classroom 

Exposure to diversity.   

The idea of exposure to diversity poses the question, what do these participants 

really mean by exposure to other cultures, and is exposure to other cultures enough to 
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ensure that teachers are equipped to handle the challenges they experience in the 

classroom with Black students, due to their lack of preparation. Based on the findings of 

this study, it is apparent that it takes more than just exposure, because by their own 

admission, this did not provide them with the necessary tools to effectively teach Black 

students. It is clear from the analysis of the data that each of the women's identities and 

experiences with other cultures and races impacted their beliefs and the ways in which 

they interacted with their Black students.  

The participants in this study each grew up in areas of Texas, where they were 

exposed to various cultural groups and races, both in and out of school. They felt that 

those experiences have helped in the classroom working with Black students’.  All three 

participants felt that because of this exposure to various cultures and races, they were 

open-minded and willing to teach Black students. What they quickly realized is that there 

would be many challenges for them to overcome because of their lack of preparation. As 

a result of their lack of knowledge about Black students, they all agree that teaching 

Black students was a challenge for them. They believe that if they had not been exposed 

to various cultures growing up teaching Black students would have been even more 

difficult. 

As I was listening to them speak about the exposure to other races and cultures, I 

wondered if they were aware that much of the time White females go into teaching 

because they want to make a difference. Without even being truly cognizant of it, these 

White female teachers were using their White privilege. These teachers are engaging in 

White privilege because they see themselves as the last and only hope for their Black 

students. They truly believe going into the classroom for the first time that they will be 
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greeted with open arms and become the saviors for these Black students. The fact that 

they believe these Black students need saving exemplifies their Whiteness. In most cases 

these White female teachers were not intentionally using their White power and privilege 

in a negative way, however, this notion that I am going to save them all from themselves’ 

stems from White privilege. This is because, White people are perceived, and perceive 

themselves as being the dominant culture, the standard by which, all other races are 

compared and measured (Abent, 2014). Therefore, these White teachers believe that 

Black students need to be fixed because they obviously cannot do it on their own, this is a 

mindset of assimilation, meaning if they want to be successful then they must learn and 

behave like White students (Pritchett, 2011).  

Teacher role models. This section supports the research theory of Whiteness 

because, when these White female teachers get into situations where they were not sure 

what to do, they emulated the experiences they had with their White female teachers.  

Operating in this manner is a direct consequence of colorblindness and only helps to 

perpetuate the cultural mismatch between White female teachers and Black students 

(Bergeron, 2008). One aspect of colorblindness, according to Michael (2012), is that 

White female teachers expect Black students to learn and behave just like they 

themselves did when they were in school. As a result of this, White teachers continue to 

ignore students’ cultural identities and the differences in the circumstances in which the 

students are coming of age (Irvine, 2003). 

Interestingly, none of the participants reported that they paid attention to the fact 

that most of their teachers were White females. This is most likely because, when you are 

White, this is not something that would be noticed. According to Dyer (2008), this is a 
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direct result of White privilege. White people are perceived as the dominant culture, 

whereby, placing these White students in a place of racial dominance (Lopez, 1996) 

Therefore, White students often do not recognize the existence of White privilege 

because it is not something that can be seen. 

Critical Whiteness Theory 

Mistrust.   

One of the things that these White female novice teachers kept discussing 

throughout the entire interviews was the fact that the Black students exhibited great 

mistrust and suspicion towards them. The mistrust that Black students have in regards to 

their White teachers, is defined as “racial mistrust” and it refers to defensive cognitive 

and behavioral responses members of racial or ethnic groups deemed to be inferior 

develop in response to racism, biased attitudes and behaviors that originate from 

members of the dominant group” (Albertini, 2004. p. 2). Racial mistrust is used by Black 

students as a means of battling racism. 

In this study, all three White female novice teachers reported that they were 

surprised by the mistrust their Black students had toward them, describing it as an 

obstacle that had to be overcome. For example, Sonya explained, that when her Black 

students see her, a White woman, standing before them, it causes them pain. In line with 

this finding, Cohen and Steele (2002) argue that Black students are aware that their 

family members or they themselves have experienced prejudice and for this reason their 

Black students tend to view White teachers with great suspicion.  

The White female participants explained that proving themselves was a process 

they had to go through in order to earn the trust of their Black students. Kim stated that 
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she accomplished the earning of her Black students trust by being positive and persistent. 

Sara, Kim, and Sonya all agree that it took consistency on their part by letting their Black 

students know that they care and want to see them succeed. According to these teachers, 

it took some time for their Black students to begin to warm up to them. 

I sat there thinking, what makes this time any different? Don’t you think these 

Black students have heard this all before? Why would they listen this time? I truly got a 

sense from the interviews that these three White teachers are genuinely concerned for the 

welfare and success of their Black students, but they were not fully prepared for the level 

of mistrust their Black students had toward them. This is another example of these White 

teachers operating out of their own Whiteness and White privilege. They did not 

anticipate problems of this nature because as White females they have not had to endure 

the prejudice and institutionalized racism that their Black students have. Additionally, 

they see themselves as superheroes, swooping in to save the day, thus, exhibiting their 

White privilege through this notion that the White way is the right way (Ladson-Billings 

& Tate, 1995).  

Whiteness and White privilege. 

Teachers who are fully committed to multiculturalism and anti-racism may fail to 

see how their own beliefs and values may get in the way of their good intentions towards 

their Black students (Guess, 2006). As an example of the tensions inherent in Whiteness, 

White people will admit to being Americans, but are uncomfortable being White though 

they accept the privileges of Whiteness (Cullen, 2014). Something I noticed while 

interviewing Sara, was that anytime she had to say or refer to herself as White she said it 

quieter, almost as if she were afraid to say the word White or Caucasian out loud.  
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 In an attempt to understand racial disparities in education, educators must look 

deeper at Whiteness (Lund, 2015). Out of the three participants in this study only one of 

them appeared to realize the power of being White and what being White means in our 

society. Sonya revealed that she knows that being White is a privilege. Research on 

White privilege helps to explain how White people possess certain privileges just because 

they have White skin. (Dyer,  2008). This is not the case with other cultures, and this is 

something that White people do not understand.  For example, White people will never 

understand what it is like to not be trusted based on the color of their skin, however, this 

is a reality for Black people and it is something is which they live with every day of their 

lives (Leonardo, 2007).  

If this cultural mismatch is going to change, then White female teachers must be 

willing to examine and reflect on their own Whiteness and their beliefs about Black 

students (Landsman & Lewis, 2006). All three White female novice teachers admitted 

they are aware that White privilege exists, however, not one of them seemed to know 

how to use this knowledge to support Black students’ cultural and racial identities within 

the classroom (Anderson, 2014). This supports the research of Abent (2014) who claims 

that although educators may be aware of White privilege, it is not something that is 

discussed or on within classrooms. Therefore, critical Whiteness theory supports the idea 

that White female novice teachers need to recognize culture as an important component 

when educations Black students (Cullen, 2014).  
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Cultural Competency 

Teacher education programs. 

All three of the participants felt they were not prepared or equipped upon 

graduating from college, or in Kim and Sonya’s cases completing an alternative 

certification program, to teach Black students. They each felt as though they were thrown 

into a situation where they were expected to ‘sink or swim’.  Each teacher reported that 

the programs they went through to become teachers were inadequate when it comes to 

cultural competency and responsiveness. Their experiences provide support for the 

finding that education programs are set up to privilege Whiteness and not to expose it 

(Juarez, Smith, & Hayes, 2008). The impact of this is significant because White teachers 

are failing to meet the needs of Black students. Whereby, helping to unintentionally 

perpetuate the Black-White opportunity gap.  

It is the responsibility of University programs across the United States to take 

action and develop and design course and clinical experiences that will better prepare 

teachers for diverse classrooms. These courses need to address Whiteness and White 

privilege, however, this cannot be done in a way that makes White females feel they are 

racist; instead University leaders need to take a different approach when educating and 

training White female teachers to be culturally competent. Although, most universities 

offer courses in multi-cultural education, according to Gordon (2005), these courses have 

had little if no effect on teaching White teachers how to be more culturally competent. 

Generally, students are required to take one course and the course is just an overview that 

discusses various cultural groups, but does not provide opportunities for teachers to 

actually experience other cultures. This is where offering clinical experiences for White 
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teachers are vital to training them to become more culturally sensitive. It is evident that 

institutions of higher learning must do a better job of preparing our future teachers to 

work with Black students (Juarez, Smith & Hayes, 2008). 

Cultural Responsive Pedagogy 

Roles and responsibilities of schools and administration.  

 District and school leadership have an enormous responsibility to ensure that the 

White female novice teachers are prepared, not only to teach curriculum, but to also be 

prepared to teach Black students effectively. In order to accomplish this, it is up to the 

school leadership to recognize the needs of these White female teachers in order to 

provide them with the appropriate professional development training. If School 

administration expects to promote success for all students, then it must begin by 

educating White female teachers to help them recognize the need for cultural 

competency. The first step that school administration must take toward training White 

teachers to become culturally competent is to engage these teachers in crucial 

conversations about race and privilege (Landsman & Lewis, 2006). Additionally, it is the 

responsibility of school leadership to recognize when their White female novice teachers 

are struggling with cultural competency and to provide adequate support and on-going 

training, because without a support system the training will be ineffective. (Abent, 2014). 

It is also important for school leadership to recognize two things, that change is not easy 

for people and it takes time, and for most White female teachers reflecting on their own 

Whiteness and White privilege is a difficult process (Lopez, 1996). According to Gay 

(2000), if we fail to change the current mindset of White teachers, the goal we are 
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seeking is never going to be achieved, and based on the history of public schools, it 

would appear that we have a long way to go (Cook, 2015).  

Implications for Teachers and Leadership 

Teacher preparation. The implications of this study support the implementation 

of courses which address more than an overview of multicultural education. The 

university leaders must realize that offering one course and expecting new teachers to 

understand what it means to be culturally competent and responsive is no longer 

acceptable. The demographics in our public schools continue to become more and more 

diverse, and in order to ensure the academic success of Black students, White teachers 

need to be prepared and trained for the challenges they will face in classrooms. At 

present, teachers are graduating from teacher education programs from institutions all 

across the United States and stepping into classrooms with Black students that they feel 

unprepared to teach Black students effectively (Gordon, 2005). 

School Leaders. The implications for school leaders and administrators is that 

they must make certain there are systems in place to help support and assist White female 

novice teachers in becoming more culturally responsive.  Becoming culturally aware of 

their own Whiteness and White privilege is not something that most people discover on 

their own, as a matter of fact, Whiteness often goes unrecognized by White teachers 

(Guess, 2006). For example, telling a White person they are privileged because they are 

White generally is received as; you are racist, which does not accomplish the intended 

goal, which is to have White teachers examine their own beliefs and perceptions based on 

the fact that they are White. It is time to move beyond the “telling” and into the 

“discovering”. I believe that White female novice teachers must have those Ah-ha 
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moments that only come through personal experiences. Therefore, it is the responsibility 

of school administrators to provide opportunities for those experiences and Ah ha 

moments to occur.  Additionally, it is the responsibility of the school administration to 

assess the needs of its faculty in order to plan professional development training 

opportunities that will assist teachers and promote their development. Hill (2012) pointed 

out that if White teachers are to teach in a culturally responsive way they will require 

supports that will assist them with effectively teaching Black students. 

Teachers.  It is important for teachers to truly understand who they are as people 

and the contexts in which they teach. White teachers must question their knowledge and 

assumptions about culture and race which are essential to the success of their Black 

students. Teachers need to develop a deep understanding of their own identities and the 

ways in which it shapes their perceptions and beliefs before they can become effective 

teachers of Black students. Teachers must explore their personal identities, attitudes and 

understandings of the ways in which their racial and social positioning informs their 

interactions with Black students. Moreover, teachers should be self-reflective about their 

identities and the ways they relate to Whiteness.  This might mean having to come to 

terms with the fact that one can be both a good person and possess unconscious biases.  

In this self-reflective process, teachers need to continuously evaluate the ways in which 

they participate in the system of Whiteness and work diligently to counter-act these 

practices.  

There is much research on the Black and White opportunity gap and the potential 

solutions to address the education of Black students (Porter, 2007).  However, 

development is slow despite the recognized state of Black student achievement and the 
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amount of material on what pedagogical strategies should be taken. Now more than 50 

years after Brown v. the Topeka Board of Education (1954), the education of many Black 

students remains in trouble (Meier, 2004).  

Recommendations for Further Research 

The recommendations for further research include Whiteness and White privilege, 

and finally, education leadership development. Additionally, this study could be 

replicated in a rural setting. 

 Bergeron (2008) summed up the cultural mismatch between White female novice 

teachers and Black students that is occurring in classrooms across the United States 

because of the teachers’ inability to recognize their own Whiteness and White privilege 

(p.3).  American public schools can no longer ignore the impact this cultural mismatch is 

having on Black students’ and their academic achievement.  

 Research clearly shows there is an increase of diversity in classrooms across the 

United States; however, the teacher workforce continues to be primarily comprised of 

White middle class females (Editorial Projects in Education Research, 2011). Much 

research has been conducted regarding the Black–White opportunity gap, however, the 

studies have failed to acknowledge the experiences of the White teachers who are in the 

classrooms working with Black students and the challenges they are dealing with. 

Research has also been conducted regarding Whiteness and White privilege in education 

and yet these studies have not addressed all the ways in which this impacts the Black 

students and contributes to their low academic achievement.  

Most of the research proposes that the achievement gap is caused by deficits that 

Black students are experiencing such as poverty, lack of parental support, and drugs 
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usage; instead of considering and addressing the lack of opportunities and resources 

available to Black students. Further studies are necessary to examine and explore the 

academic learning styles of Black students in public schools to determine how White 

female novice teachers can address the academic needs of their Black students. Success 

This study examined three White novice female teachers’ beliefs and perceptions 

about Black students. If these teachers are to successfully educate Black students, they 

must first be willing to reflect on their own Whiteness and White privilege to determine 

its impact on their interactions with Black students in the classroom. Secondly, they must 

be willing to engage in crucial conversations about race and privilege with their 

colleagues and campus leadership.  

 Researchers have provided literature that addresses the causes of the Black-White 

achievement gap. Through this study the idea of the opportunity gap versus deficit 

thinking requires further research in an attempt to shift the mindset of educators across 

the U.S. This requires White teachers to make the shift from deficit thinking to realizing 

that Black students often lack the same opportunities as their White peers. 

Additionally, this study could be replicated within a rural school district 

comprised of similar demographics to investigate and examine the beliefs and 

perceptions about Black students by interviewing three White female novice teachers. A 

comparison between the rural White teachers and the teachers in my study could be made 

to determine what similarities and differences exist. This could benefit educational 

leaders by providing them with information that will assist them in planning, developing, 

and implementing cultural sensitivity training for White female novice teachers. 
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Final Reflection 

 This journey and process of investigation into how Whiteness and White privilege 

impacts White female novice teachers in the classroom has been eye opening for me. As 

a White educator, I have had to examine my own personal beliefs and perceptions about 

Black students, as well as reflected on my own Whiteness and my own White privilege 

that has impacted how I, as an educator, have interacted with Black students.  

 The research that was conducted for the literature review pushed me in directions 

that I did not necessarily want to go. Some of the research about Whiteness and White 

privilege made me uncomfortable and sometimes even emotional. This research often 

times came across as being harsh, but keep in mind that I am reading it from the 

perspective of a White female. Some of the research was hard for me to take at first, I had 

to get past my initial reaction to the research because I was reacting out of a place of my 

own Whiteness and my own pre-conceived biases. These biases exist within all of us, we 

all have certain biases that are a product of how we are raised and what we have been 

exposed to, along with the experiences that we have had.  

Another thing that was difficult for me during this process was upon the 

completion of the interviews with these White female novice teachers, I really tended to 

be too sympathetic towards them. This happened because I am White and I can relate to 

how they feel and think, however, that does not excuse the fact that I had to be more 

critical of the things that they were sharing during the interviews. Chapter four was 

difficult to write because of this. At this point in the research process and discovery, once 

again I had to examine my own Whiteness and how this has led me to operate in areas 

similarly to what the White female teachers described. For example, colorblindness, 
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whether intentional or unintentional this is something that came up during the interviews 

and as I was listening to each of the participants share their stories, I realized that I had 

been guilty of practicing colorblindness with Black students. Additionally, the whole 

White privilege concept of feeling like you are there to save these Black students from 

themselves is something I have found that I have done with my Black students. 

There have been times while writing this thesis that I have felt uncomfortable 

with the content and really had to go beyond my scope of my own beliefs and perceptions 

and accept the fact that Whiteness truly exists and is causing issues of mistrust in 

classrooms between White female teachers and Black students. The term Whiteness was 

not new to me, I had heard it before, and however, I was never forced to examine this 

within myself. Up until this research was conducted, I did not feel that I was involved in 

any of this type of behavior. What White people fail to realize is that they are involved in 

Whiteness whether they want to be or not. This is true because of skin color and the fact 

that research suggests that White people are considered to be the dominant culture in the 

United States. White people have a difficult time identifying and connecting themselves 

to a culture. This is something that came up during this research project. White people are 

raised to believe that they are who they are, whereas, for a Black person this is not the 

case because they do not share those same experiences. This produces the mistrust that 

these female teachers talked about their students having towards them when they entered 

into the classroom for the first time. This extent of mistrust seemed to bother my 

participants quite a bit and they gave their reasoning as to why they believed these 

students did not trust them. Taking it back to the literature and what research tells us is 

that these Black students have had negative experiences themselves, or they have had 
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stories shared with them by their grandparents and parents of situations of racisms and 

oppression that they have undergone at the hands of White people. Based on those 

experiences, it is to be expected that Black students tend to treat White teachers with a 

degree of suspicion and mistrust. 

The other area that came up and reported by these White female teachers was that 

they had all had exposure to diversity. In this case diversity means they grew up in areas 

and went to school in areas where the student population was comprised of a mix of 

Black, Asian, and Hispanic students. This brings into question whether it is enough to 

have had exposure to diversity makes a difference in the way they perceive Black 

students in the classroom.  

I say this because none of them reported to me that they grew up in a house where 

their parents were White, constantly talked negatively about Black people, and used the 

“N” word all the time, that wasn’t the case. So, what needs to be asked, based on their 

comments during the interview, is whether exposure is enough. In this case, I do not 

believe that it was, because there were things that these White female teachers talked 

about during their interviews that indicated they are operating in the realm of deficit 

thinking, which are the primary causes of the Black-White achievement gap. 

 Finally, this study emphasizes the importance of White female novice teachers to 

examine their own Whiteness and White privilege and begin to take steps toward 

becoming culturally competent. Ignoring the problem is only making it worse and is 

responsible for the continued academic disparities between Black and White students.  
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Conclusions 

This study addressed two research questions concerning the Black-White 

opportunity gap. The primary way of thought of the participants in this study in regards to 

the Black-White opportunity gap is deficit thinking.  This type of thinking suggests that 

the reason Black students underachieve in school is for reasons such as self-sabotage, 

crime and drug abuse, or lack of parental support and involvement. The findings in my 

study support this concept of deficit thinking. All three of my participants discussed the 

reasons they believe the Black-White opportunity gap exists and continues to grow.  

In regards to what these participants believe their roles and professional 

responsibilities to be in impacting the Black-White opportunity gap, the three White 

females’ participants shifted the responsibilities of eliminating this problem on to the 

school administration. Additionally, the consensus amongst the participants was that if 

teachers are to learn to become culturally competent it is the responsibility of the school 

administration to recognize the needs of these White female teachers, and to provide 

them with the appropriate professional development training. The school administration 

is expected to recognize when White female novice teachers are struggling with cultural 

competency, and to provide adequate support and on-going training. Providing a single 

training will not suffice, it is going to take a series of trainings, in addition to follow–up 

and support from campus leadership. One of the participants stressed the fact that 

teachers, especially novice teachers, need to be and feel supported as they learn how to 

become more culturally competent and responsive. This means that the school 

administration should have a program in place that goes beyond merely assigning them a 

mentor. There needs to be some sort of support group that helps White female novice 
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teachers to learn how to become culturally competent. Without this type of assistance, the 

participants in this study believe that White female novice teachers will continue to 

struggle with teaching Black students. Finally, White teachers need to learn to be kind, 

sensitive, and receptive to other people and cultures. Sadly, until this adjustment is 

implemented on school campus across the United States, very little change will occur. 
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Dear Ms. Eiland, 

Your research application titled “Whiteness in a hidden space- unspoken, but still 

there, in a private space, the classroom” (Application No. 2016-1) has been approved 

by Fort Bend ISD.  You have the district approval to conduct your study with 3-5 high 

school teachers from January 20, 2016 to May 5, 2016. However, please note that 

despite the district approval, individual staff is not obligated to participate in your study 

and their participation is completely voluntary and at their own discretion.   

This email will serve as an approval letter.  If you need an official letter with the Fort 

Bend ISD letterhead, please let us know and we can provide one as well.   

When you complete your research, please submit the Data Collection Completion 

Notification Form (available on the FBISD research website) and share with us your 

findings in a summary.   

We wish you good luck in your research efforts.  If you have any further questions, 

please let us know. 

 

Yuping Anselm, Ph.D. 

Coordinator of Research and Program Evaluation 

Fort Bend Independent School District 

Tel: 281-634-1296 

Fax: 281-634-1532 

Email: yuping.anselm@fortbendisd.com 

3119 Sweetwater Blvd.  

Sugar Land, TX 77479 
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UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON 

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH 

 

 

PROJECT TITLE: "WHITENESS IN A HIDDEN SPACE-UNSPOKEN BUT STILL 

THERE, INA PRIVATE SPACE, THE CLASSROOM”  

 

You are being invited to take part in a research project conducted by Deanna Eiland from 

the College of Education at the University of Houston. This project is part of my thesis 

and is supervised by Dr. Virginia Snodgrass-Rangel. 

 

NON-PARTICIPATION STATEMENT 

 

Taking part in the research project is voluntary and you may refuse to take part or 

withdraw at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise 

entitled. You may also refuse to answer any research-related questions that make you 

uncomfortable. 

 

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

 

The purpose of this study is to examine White female novice teachers' attitudes towards 

their Black students and the Black/White achievement gap through qualitative methods. 

The research sought to understand the beliefs and experiences of White female novice 

teachers and how those experiences helped shape their perceptions about Black students. 

The researcher intended to produce a dialogue that will assist educators in understanding 

their roles in eliminating the Black-White achievement gap.  

 

PROCEDURES 

 

A total of three White female novice teachers from three different high school campuses 

in South Texas ISD will be invited to take part in this project. The project will consist of 

interviewing a maximum of three White female novice teachers who are teaching in 

classrooms where the student population consists of 50% or more Black students. The 

interview will consist of nine open ended questions and will last approximately 90 

minutes. The interviews will be recorded and field notes will be taken. The information 

will be transcribed for analysis.  

 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

 

Every effort will be made to maintain the confidentiality of your participation in this 

project. Each subject’s name will be paired with a code number by the principal 

investigator. This code number will appear on all written materials. The list pairing the 

subject’s name to the assigned code number will be kept separate from all research 

materials and will be available only to the principal investigator. Confidentiality will be 

maintained within legal limits. 

RISKS/DISCOMFORTS 
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The study does not involve any foreseeable risks. 

 

BENEFITS 

 

While you will not directly benefit from participation, your participation may help 

investigators better understand which leadership practices are more effective for Title I 

schools with English language learners. 

 

ALTERNATIVES 

 

Participation in this project is voluntary and the only alternative to this project is non-

participation. 

 

COSTS  

 

There are no costs associated for your participation in this study. 

 

INCENTIVES/REMUNERATION  

 

You will not receive any type of remuneration for participating in this study. 

 

PUBLICATION STATEMENT 

 

The results of this study may be published in scientific journals, professional 

publications, or educational presentations; however, no individual subject will be 

identified.   

 

AGREEMENT FOR THE USE OF AUDIO/VIDEO TAPES  

 

If you consent to take part in this study, please indicate whether you agree to be audio 

taped during the study by checking the appropriate box below. If you agree, please also 

indicate whether the audiotapes can be used for publication/presentations. 

 

 I agree to be audio/ taped during the interview. 

 I agree that the audio tape(s) can be used in publication/presentations. 

 I do not agree that the audio tape(s) can be used in 

publication/presentations. 

 I do not agree to be audio taped during the interview.  

 

If you do not agree to be audio taped during the interview, you can still participate in the 

studio. The researcher will record your responses in writing. 

 

 

 

SUBJECT RIGHTS 
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1. I understand that informed consent is required of all persons participating in this 

project.  

 

2. I have been told that I may refuse to participate or to stop my participation in this 

project at any time before or during the project. I may also refuse to answer any 

question. 

 

3. Any risks and/or discomforts have been explained to me, as have any potential 

benefits.  

 

4. I understand the protections in place to safeguard any personally identifiable 

information related to my participation. 

 

5. I understand that, if I have any questions, I may contact Deanna Eiland at 281-634-

6068. I may also contact Virginia Snodgrass-Rangel faculty sponsor, at 713-743-

0343. 

 

6. Any questions regarding my rights as a research subject may be addressed to the 

University of Houston Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects (713-

743-9204). All research projects that are carried out by Investigators at the 

University of Houston are governed be requirements of the University and the 

federal government.  

 

 

SIGNATURES 

 

I have read (or have had read to me) the contents of this consent form and have been 

encouraged to ask questions. I have received answers to my questions to my 

satisfaction. I give my consent to participate in this study, and have been provided with 

a copy of this form for my records and in case I have questions as the research 

progresses.  
 

 

Study Subject (print name): _______________________________________________________ 

 

Signature of Study Subject: _______________________________________________________ 

 

Date: _________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

I have read this form to the subject and/or the subject has read this form. An 

explanation of the research was provided and questions from the subject were solicited 

tel:713-743-0343
tel:713-743-0343
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and answered to the subject’s satisfaction. In my judgment, the subject has 

demonstrated comprehension of the information.  

 

 

Principal Investigator (print name and title): __________________________________________ 

 

Signature of Principal Investigator: _________________________________________________ 

 

Date: _________________________________________________________________________ 
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Dear Teachers 

 

My name is Deanna Eiland and I am a High School Assistant Principal at 

George Bush High School. . I am attending the University of Houston and I will be 

graduating this May with my doctorate in Educational Leadership. As part of the 

requirements to graduate I need to conduct a research project. I am studying 

cultural competency and responsiveness and the cultural mismatch that occurs in 

classrooms between White female novice teachers and Black students.  

I am aware of the amount of time involved in doing your job; however, I 

would like to respectfully request your cooperation and grant me the opportunity to 

interview you at your home campus. The interview will take no longer 

approximately 90 minutes. 

I would like to thank you in advance for assisting me in the completion of this 

project. Your support is vital to accomplish this academic endeavor. If you decide to 

participate in my study please let me know at your earliest convenience.  

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

_________________________ 

Deanna Eiland 

George Bush High School 

Fort Bend ISD 

281-634-6068 
deanna.eiland@fortbendisd.com  

mailto:deanna.eiland@fortbendisd.com
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Interview Protocol for Teachers 
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Interview Questions for the teachers. 

 

1. Talk to me about where you grew up? Where did you attend school? 

2. What was the demographic of the school you attended? 

3. When did you know that you wanted to become a teacher? 

4. Do you feel that your school experience helped prepare you for teaching students 

who are from different cultures and races? 

5. Do you feel that your teacher educations program did a good job of preparing you 

for the classroom and the diversity represented by the students? 

6. What did you find to be the most surprising thing, when you entered the 

classroom for the first time as a new teacher? 

7. As a white teacher, how capable do you feel that you are in relating to students 

whose life experiences are very different from your own? What are the challenges 

and demands of teaching Black students? 

8.  What professional development would provide, or could have provided, you the 

greatest support in helping you relate to your Black students?  Explain with 

examples. 

9. What do you feel is the cause(s) of the Black/White achievement gap? What do 

you feel is your role and professional responsibility in addressing this 

achievement gap? 

 


